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PART 1: Appno¡CH TO TrrB CONCLUSIONS

l. Introduction

1,.1,.I begin by recognising the patience and loving fortitude of Mt and Mts

James. They have waited far too long for a proper examination of the

circumstances of their daughter's death and it is clear to all that they have

devoted immense energy and emotion to achieving that end.

1..2. I acknowledge and undedine the dignity Mr James (and Mts James when she has

been able to be present) displayed on each and every day of this hearing; and I
respect the deep and proper desire of the famlly for a fair and thotough

evaluation of all matters relevant to the terms of the Inquesg conducted with an

open mind.

1.3. As I recount my findings of fact and explain my conclusions, at het patents'

request, I refer to CherylJames throughout as .MsJames'. For the sake of clarity,

I also refer to all rrrrlttary personnel mentioned in these findings by the rank they

held in 1995. The Pdncess Royal Barracks at Deepcut in Suttey will be referred to

by the common shortcut of 'Deepcut'.

2. The Inquest

2.1. This Inquest has heard the evidence of 109 witnesses over thirty days of sittings;

77 witnesses attended, in person or via video-confetencing. Those witnesses

have been asked to recall what, fot many, was ân extemely ftaumatic event they

had long wished to put behind them. Most did their best to assist me to
understand events now more than twenty years ago, and I am grateful.

2.2.In considedng the evidence those witnesses of fact provided I have at the

forefront of my mind that, due to the pâssage of time, memodes have faded.

Some inconsistencies in honestly teported recollectioris are to be expected in any

case and this is exâggerâted where witnesses have to look back so far into theit

memory. In many instances, witnesses gave eithet no, or no signifìcant,

contemporaneous account before they wete first interviewed by Suffey Police

some 7-8 years after the events. By that time their memoties had aheady

deteriorated. Unsurprisingly, after twenty yeârs, even some of those who made a

contemporafleous stâtement in 1995 could remember no more than its contents.

A few witnesses' evidence bore the hallmarks of (often innocent) contamination
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following exposuÍe to the vadous media, which have reported, often

sensationally, on Ms James' story.

2.3. It is highly regrettâble that the investigation of Ms Jame s's death in 1995 was not

more thorough, and the scene of het death not more fully and scientifically

assessed. Had it been, some of the inconsistencies of memory might have been

avoided and importantly the scientific evidence might have been of much bettet

quality. The eight scientists from different disciplines from whom I heard all had

to form ân expert opinion on the basis of incomplete information.

2.4. Svrey Police has recognised and apologised fot its error in failing to take primacy

over the 1995 investigation. It is however also impotant to note that much of
the evidence I have heard became avatlal:Ie because of the efforts of Surey

Police during their 15 month investigation tn 2002/2003. That investigation

collected over 600 stâtements and thousands of documents, the large ptoportion

of the information 
^Yall^ble.

2.5. Even with that large volume of evidence and following detailed examination of
witnesses, much of the available evidence is incomplete. Âs those acting for Mr
and Mrs James remind me the dangers of speculation are legion, and must be

resisted. One should not be tempted to fill in gaps in the evidence whete, as hete,

after twenty years, faded memories and.f or teluctant witnesses meari the missing

parts of the jigsaw are just thac missing.

3. Article 2 procedural obligation

3.1. The scope of my in-vestigation and inquest has not been constrained by whether

Article 2 of tbe European Convention of Human Rights is engaged. It is not in
dispute that the manner in which this inquest has been conducted to date would

meet the procedural requirements of Artscle 2. I have flot, as yet, formally

determined whether those obligations are engaged in relation to Ms James' death.

I must now decide whether s.5(2) Coroners and Justice Act 2009 ('CJA) applies

such that the broader circumstances of how Ms James died must be recorded.

3.2.The threshold for triggering an Article 2 investigation is whether thete rs an

arguable breach of one of the state's substantive obligations under it. Those

obJigations 
^re 

(Ð not to take life without justifìcation, and (ü) in cettain

circumstances to take steps to protect the lives of those within the state's

jurisdiction.l A substantive breach need not be established, indeed, it is not for

I 
R ¡tong v SOS Defencel2015l EWCA Civ 770, [2015] Inquest LR at $5
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me or any Coroner positiveiy to determine whether there has been a breach of a

substantive E,CHR nght; to do so would infringe s.5(3) and 10(2) CJ,\ 2009.

3.3. Ms James' case does not fìt easily into any of the categories of 'automatic'

engagement of Article 2 E,CHR. First, because there is no meaningful evidence

that state agents have intentionally or unintentionally taken Ms James' life. Mr
and Mrs James do not argue for the engagement of Article 2 on that basis.

Secondly, Ms James does not obviously fall into any of the other categories

previously held automattcally to engage ,{rticle 2 obligations. She was not a

pdsoner or in state custody, she was a volunteer soldiet not a conscdpt, and she

was not under the total control of the state.

3.4. On behalf of Mr and Mrs James I am urged to find an analogy between the

position of the young trainee , such as Ms James, and the 'raw retrntil'mentioned by

Lord Rodger in R (Snith) u O>{ord¡hìre A¡si¡tant DcþuU Coroner [2011] 1 AC 1.

3.5. Lord Rodger suggested the Article 2 investigative obligation might arise where a

fecfult wâs:

"very young and away from their families and friends for the first time, may

be unable to cope with the stresses of military discipline and training. ln

these circumstances lwould regard such recruits as vulnerable individuals for

whom the military authorities have undertaken responsibility. So the

authorities must have staff trained, and structures in place, to deal with the

potential problems which may, quite predictably, arise". (at 5118)

I am urged to recognise a general vulnerability of Phase 2 ttainees at Deepcut

which could similady give rise to 
^n 

automalic requirement to hold an Arttcle 2

c ompLiant inves tigatio n.

3.6. However, not only were Lord Rodget's comments obiler, but Lotd Hope

expressly disagreed, pointing out that:

"To extend the substantive article 2 obligation to volunteers while they are

undergoing basic or advanced training would go further than has so far been

indicated as necessary by Strasbourg".(at 5102)

3.7.I âm not at fìrst blush persuaded by the submissions on behalf of Mr and Mrs

James. Ms James was ât her death no longer a'taw tecruit' but a trainee soldier

who had been through her initial ttaining and chosen, having turned 18, to

continue her army careet. However, it is not necessaly for me {ìnally to
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determine this mattet given my positive conclusion in respect of the second limb

of the submissions on behalf of Mr and Mrs James on the Article 2 issue.

3.8. Counsel have referred me to StoJtanoui u Bulgarif, in the Iiuropean Court of
l-luman lìights. 'I'he Srasbourg Cour:t considered ^n Aticle 2 proce<lural

obligation clid arise in respect of a death of a soldier durìng a military patachute

training exercise. 'I'he Court saicl:

"61-... Whenever a State undertakes or organises dangerous activities, or

authorises them, it must ensure through a system of rules and through

sufficient control that the risk is reduced to a reasonable minimum. lf
nevertheless damage arises, it will only amount to a breach of the State's

positive obligations if it was due to insufficient regulations or insufficient

control, but not if the damage was caused through the negligent conduct of an

individual or the concatenation of unfortunate events."

3.9. The facts with which I have been concerned involve the death of a young v/oman

not just on guard duty but on lone guard duty undertaken by an unsupervised

young uainee whom the state provided with a weapon and live ammunition. It
seems to me that lone armed guard duty is a potentially dangerous activity.

3.10.The unchallenged evidence is that that whilst there was in place an atmy-wide

directive requiring that women should not be left alone on guard duty, thete was

at Deepcut a wholesale lack of awareness of that provision. Ms James would not

have been alone with a nfle at her death had the 1,994 UK Land Forces ATSM

Directive been followed.

3.1.1..That the ¡elevant Non-Commissioned Offìcers (Ì.{COs) and Officers, from the

Provost òtaff through to the Commanding Offìcer, seemed unaware that the

Rules for Carriage of -Arms prohibited lone female guatds suggests this was not

an isolated individual failing, nor the concatenation of unfottunate events, but

arguably a result of insufficient regulâtion or contol in not having an effective

system for recognising and implementing atmy directives.

3.1.2.Futhermore, it is at least arguable that the potential risk of the weapon provided

to trainees on lone guard being used to harm tha;t treLifiee, whether by his/her

own actions or the actions of others, should have been identified and steps taken

to reduce that dsk before Ms James' death.

4
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3.1,3.I am therefore persuaded that the state's ,{.rticle 2 ptocedural obligations are

engaged; the effect of which is that, in accordance with s.5(2) CJÂ 2009, the

circumstances in which Ms James c me by her death, as well as the means by

which she died, must be considered and, at very least, any causative matters be

included in the Record of Inquest.

4. My approach to the Conclusions

4.1,.The Chief Coroner has issued Guidance (l.Jo. 17) as to how a Coroner might

approach conclusions and I have taken that guidance into âccourit.

4.2.What may be entered on the Record of Inquestis governed by s.5 and s.10 CJ,\

2009 and, in addition to the particulars required for registration, is limited to fout
factual matters of (i) who the deceased was, (ü) how and in what circumstances

she came by her death, (üi) when and (iv) where she died. Section 5(3) CJ,A. 2009

ptohibits me from expressing an opinion on any other matter.

4.3.In all types of Inquest there is a discretion to come to a short fotm conclusion

either alone or in addition to, or as part of, a nanative conclusion. Cleady, given

the evidence, I must consider the conclusion of suicide. The MOD teams and

Surrey Police have submitted that there is suffìcient evidence for me to reach this

finding. Mr and Mrs James postulate scenados of accident and of the

involvement of another person, but urge me to retuÍn a short fotm 'open'

conclusion as the only short fotm conclusion open to me on the facts.

4.4. No interested persorì contends that I should be testricted to teturning only a

traditional short form conclusion. I agree that more is needed and a longer

nauattve conclusion indicated. A Coroner's conclusion is not resfficted to a

nârrow report on the direct mechanism of death. It is a btoader and mote

flexible exercise that may encompass the citcumstances in which the death arose.

Matters probably causative of a death (whether in isolation ot in combination

with others) must form patt of the Article 2 nartattve.

4.5.I have adopted a three-stage process in accordance with the Chief Cotonet's

Guidance. First, I have made relevant findings of findings of fact on the

evidence, secondly, I have distilled from those findings of fact'how' Ms James

came by her death and third, I have come to my conclusion on the basis of those

facts.

4.6. The inquest process has been appropúately visualised as a funnel, wide at the

outset but narrowing as the process nears a conclusion. My fìndings of fact are
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not 
^ 

summing up. They will not cover evety aspect of the m ny weeks of
evidence. Indeed, some matters initially deemed within the scope of this inquiry

ate not now, following their explorâtion, sufficiently relevant to merit

determination. However, âs to the key issues at the heart of this sad câse, my

findings 
^re ^s 

follows.
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PART 2: Ms Jaruns' Eenrv Lrrs

5. Ms James

5.1. Cheryl Marie James was born on October 22 1,977 in Deeside and ,tlyn, 'V7ales.

Aged four she was adopted, along with her older brother, by Mrs Doteen and Mr
Desmond James, although the children had lived with Mr and Mrs James for

some yeafs.

5.2. Mr James g \re 
^ 

moving account of Ms James' childhood. She had "chara'cter"

from an early age and Mr James desctibed how as a child she was a joy. ,A

description echoed by others who knew Ms James was that when she came into

the building you knew she was there - when she was at home the whole house

came to life. Ms James' bubbly personality was remarked upon by all who knew

her.

5.3. According to Mr James, Ms James had always known about her adoption: it was

ân open subject and never an issue. Âlthough one of her teachets, Ms 'V7ilüams,

said she understood that Ms James was "emotional" about the discovety of her

adoption, and a close friend, Ms Baksh, suggested Ms James might have been

distressed at feeling she was not wânted by her birth mother, the weight of
evidence suggests Ms James did not ptecipitously discover het adoption and that

it was not a major issue for her. \X/hilst het adoption v/as not something she kept

secret from her new âcquairìtânces in the Army, there is nothing to suggest that

any thoughts or feelings about it were a paraculat feature duting Ms James' army

life.

5.4.Mt James recailed how Ms James had no serious trouble at school although if
anyone tried to coffect her she would giggle, 

^ 
tralt displayed during her time in

army ttaining. As she got older however Ms James became "quite a rebel"

according to her father He described how his daughter could neveÍ wait for
things, although he preferred to describe her behaviour at times as "impatient"

r^thet than impulsive.

5.5. Although as an older teenager there were ârguments between Ms James and her

parents and times when Ms James left the faml|y home to live independently, Mr

James felt that he and his wife dealt with no more than many parents of teenagers

might. There was cleady a close connection between Ms James and her parents

and a rapprochement followed all fallings-out. Ms James seemed to have come

through her somewhat turbulent adolescence by the time she stated at Yale Sixth

Form College in Wrexham in September 1,994. It was with het patents'
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assistance that she took a flat in Wrexham. -A.t about Chdstmas 1994 Ms James

left sixth-form college and returned to live at home so that by the time she joined

the Atmy in May 1,995, aged 1.7, she had been living at home for some months.

After her army careet commenced she continued to have a close telationship with

both her parents. She would often write or call home and visited them in Wales

some weekends, including for her 18d' birthday weekend in October 1995.

Indeed she had phoned home and spoken to her mother just a few days before

she died.

5.6. Ms Iírstie Mansfìeld was a fiiend of Ms James' from home. She Êrst met Ms

James atinfant school but they then followed different paths. They met again in

September 1994 when both attended college in Wtexham. Ms Mansfield and Ms

James spent a lot of time together and Ms Mansfìeld was invited to the James'

home where she was made welcome. She described Ms James as beautiful and

giggly with an infectious personaliry; as a consequence she was vely popular with

everybody. She was upbeat and they fìted off each other. Ms Mansfìeld recalled

Ms James only being in a good mood, they were two young womerl focused on

having a good time. She described Ms James as mahing decisions impulsively and

as someone who would "want it now".

5.7. Ms Lydia Baksh was another close friend, particulatly from aged about ten to

about fourteen, although she saw less of her as an older teenager. Ms Baksh also

went to Yale College in Ïírexham. Like others, Ms Baksh described Ms James as

ahappy and bubbly character and said "people loved her". She was free-spitited,

shy but cheeþ, and would stand up for hetself if needed, although Ms Baksh also

said she saw a vulnerable side of Ms James and thought that at times Ms James

used laughter to cover her pain. Ms Baksh had an imptession Ms James felt she

was not üving up to the expectations of her parents.

5.8. Âbout the time of her moving out of home, Ms James con{ided in Ms Baksh,

perhaps twice, that when in the showet she heard voices and was told to do

rnttonal things like turning lights on and off. This was not mentioned b1' any

other witness, and was not something that appeared to be a relevant feature of
Ms James' Iater teenage years. I attach no weight to it as relevant to later matters.

5.9. Ms Heather Williams, Ms James' head of year 
^t 

Llangollen School from yeats

severi to eleven and het home economics teacher, descdbed how Ms James was

sometimes a handful, at times moody but this was mixed with sensitivity and

potential. Typically of a teenage gitl, she made snap decisions and would go off
in a huff if told off.
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6. Traumatic teenage everits

6.1. \X/itnesses from Ms James' home town were not aware of any particulatly

distressing events in her life until Summet 1,992when MsJames was 14. Around

this time Mrs Jame s received aletter saying her daughter had requested to change

doctors. She subsequently learnt that Ms James had sought the morning after

pill. Some time afterwards her parents discovered that Ms James had been

sexually assaulted, 
^pp^rently 

by two local boys, although they were not aware of
details, or of how it might has,e affected her. A clinic letter seems to indicate thât

Ms James had been raped, ân âccount substantiated by her gidfriends.

6.2. Ms Baksh recalled becoming 
^w^re 

of what she desctibed as Ms James being

raped on the way home after a party. Ms James was disressed, crying and upset.

It was Ms Baksh who advised MsJames to seek the morningafter pill. Ms Baksh

believed the incident really affected Ms James and lowered her sense of self-

wofth.

6.3. Ms James mentioned this event to a female colleague in the Army, Pte Jane

Warboys. \X/hilst cleady an extremely upsetting event not forgotten, there is no

evidence that Ms James parlcularly ruminated upon it in any unusual manner.

Nor is there any evidence indicating that the tta;1rmz' of this lape ^t age "14

remained something of itself adversely affecttng Ms Jame s' state of mind when

she died some four years later.

6.4. A further major event in Ms James' teenage life was the suicide of her much-

loved cousin, Mr James' 18-yeat-old nephew, on December 1'2 1,992. Mr James

described how the gnef tffected Ms James, as it did all the family. He thought it
was about this time that the now 15 year-old Ms James became more rebellious.

Her cousin's death cleaùy had a profound effect on the whole family. Ms James

had been partto:Jarly close to her cousin and her loss of him to suicide was

something that she wâs to share with fiiends in the Atmy three years later.

6.5. Ms James was affected by her cousin's death, and discussed it with ftiends at

home and in the Army, but such conversations appeff to have been a normal part

of sharing one's life expedences. There is no evidence that Ms James was in

some way pathologically affected by her loss. The fact that another family

member had previously taken his life in wholly different citcumstances in 1.992

cannot be taken as any indication whatsoevet of what happened to Ms James in

November 1,995.
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7. Self harming behaviour

7.1. There is no evidence that Ms James suffered depression or 
^ny 

specifìc evidence

of suicidal ideation at 
^ny 

úme. However there is some evidence from family

and ftiends of Ms James having self-harmed in her teenâge years.

7 .2. Both Mr and Mrs James linked some of Ms Jame s' self-harming to her distress at

her cousin's death. in the month afterwards she took a small overdose of
patacetemol, which her mother was sure was a dttect reaction to the tragedy.

This overdose was not life-threatening. Mr James collected his daughter from

hospital the same day. He understood it was a minor overdose of a few tablets,

noting that on discharge Ms James was just told to drink a lot of wâter. He had

no guidance as to her intentions or what she was going thtough or whether it was

a cry for help. The family was subsequently assisted by the local child and family

services. Ms James saw a consultant psychologist, who construed Ms James'

difficulties as "exagerated ordinary teenage problerui". Once the initial thetapy course

was completed Ms James was discharged in Spring 7993 as there was no need to

continue therapy. Ms James did not have further contâct with mental health

services of any type, and nor did ânyone suggest that there was reason for her to

do so.

7.3. Ms Baksh described Ms James beginning to "go a little bit off the rails" aftet the

assault in summer 1992 and she thought the subsequent death of her cousin a

few months later had a real effect. Ms Baksh noticed minor self-harm cuts on Ms

James' arms around this time, descdbed as like scratch matks which drew blood.

There was no suggestion these represented suicidal intent. Ms Baksh felt they

were "nothing serious...just trying to deal with what she was going through."

She did not suggest this self-cutting behaviour persisted into Ms James' later

teenager years and no other witness appeared even aware of it. Ms Baksh also

recalled learning of Ms James taking an ovetdose of pâracetemol with gin. This

âppears to be the overdose described above as known to her parents. It is

notable that Ms Baksh, a close confìdante of Ms James', knew only of this single

ovetdose dudng the whole of het adolescence.

7.4. None of the self-harming behaviours described could be consideted attempts at

suicide, they were not potentially fatal. They appeaf as ways of managing diffìcult

emotions at times of ttauma and stre ss rathet than expressions of any wish to die.

7.5. Furthermore> beyond these incidents in late 1992 early 1993, no witness

suggested 
^ny 

type of self-harming behaviour continued or was a feature of Ms

James' older adolescence. Ccrtainly none of het army ftiends reported any issue
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in respect of self-harm - something they might have been expected to have noted

had it been manifest, given the close communal living of army Efe.

8. Funeral planning

8.1. One feature of Ms James' late adolescence which might be thought unusual was

reported by her friend I{athryn Hughes, who met Ms James in Septeml>er 1.994

on their first day at college in \X/rexham. According to Ms Hughes, Ms James

expressed some unusual thoughts about death, she talked about death quite a lot,

and "death intrigued her." Ms James often raised the subject of death and spoke

specifically about her own. She listed people she wanted to attend her funetal.

Ms Hughes said Ms James spoke on this subject in a matter-of-fact way, and

most of the time was really hnppy, even when planning her own funeral guest list.

Her statement was clear that Ms James never talked about active suicide in the

sense of 'I'll take pills or shoot myself.'

8.2. Agatn this adolescent behaviour is not something which featured in Ms James'
later life and cannot in my view by telied upon 

^s 
àny indication of Ms James'

attitude to death in 1995.

9. Enrolment in the At-y

9.1. Ms James commenced sixth-form college in September 1,994 but did not

complete her course, By Spring 1995 she was back living with her parents and

working in a care home. Mr James undetstood that Ms James had decided she

wanted a c tee\ excitement and to go abtoad, and wanted it "today", so she

signed up for the Army.

9.2.It does seem, howevet, that Ms James had for some time been considering a

c^reer in one of the armed forces. Documents suggest an inittal application in

February 1.994 to join the Nu.ry. Mr James undetstood Ms James had failed the

entrânce examination although the documents suggest that it was because Ms

James had failed a medical assessment when her history of suffering migraines

four years previously was thought to have been more recent. Ms James had

moved on to considering joining the Army by late L994. In the December 1994

referee form to support her army application her former teache4 Ms \)íil[ams,

described Ms James as keen to be successful, pleasant and lively and had good

aczdemic ability when she applied herself. Ms Will-iams felt the Atmy would be

good for Ms James but unlil<ely to be her long-term cateer. Ms James had

indicated on the application form that what she expected from the Army was
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good training, good c reet prospects, a chance to travel, further qualifications,

more self-discipline and an exciting job.

9.3. On May 1,01995 Ms James formally enlisted in the Regulat Army in Wrexham.

Her fìrst and only choice of Regiment wâs as a Suppiy Specialist with the Royal

Logistics Cotps.

9.4. Ms Baksh was âware of Ms James' interest in joining the Forces and felt this

would be a positive step giving her structure and discipline. It is Ms James
looked forward to her army ttaintng with enthusiasm. Once Ms J her

training Ms Baksh, on a visit home, described her as being

9.5. Mt James described the family's view of Ms James that it was

"ok". He did not sây he was delighted, as there had he might follow

Mrs James into â càrcet as â nurse, aftet good a a home whete

she had been wotking. Mt James did not

for his daughter, but thought it might give

parents v/ere suppottive of her decision

to her ftst training placement in

9.6. On May 741995 MsJames

a long-term cateet

Howevet, both het

drove her ftom Wales

7 taintng

A*y
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PART 3: Dnnpcur IN 1995

10. Introduction

10.1. The role and scope of an Inquest is limited by the Coroners and Justice Act

2009. This Inquest is not and could not be a public inquiry into the regime at

Deepcut in the mid-1990s. Whilst m^ny witnesses had adverse experiences

therre, some touched upon in their evidence, it is outside the remit of this

Inquest to inquire in any detail into events concerning people othet than Ms

James, or to mâke fìndings about those matters. Fot this reason I have left

unexplored m^ny alleged events and shortcomings of the Deepcut regime, save

where there is some basis for asserting that they might have been connected to

Ms James' death. It is outside my stâtutorT powers to make detailed fìndings

about individual or collective responsibility for identified or admitted

shortcomings in the Deepcut regime, save insofar as those matteÍs might touch

upon the death of Ms James or 
^te 

relevant to my consideration, undet

regulation 28, of reports to prevent future deaths.

10.2. Nevertheless, the initial scope of this inquest included consideration of a

number of aspects of the regime potentially relevant to Ms James' death and so

a large âmount of evidence about the nature of Deepcut in 1995 was heard.

Criticisms of the regime have been fotmally acknowledged by the MOD and

m^ny aspects of cdticism also accepted by witnesses within the chain of
command. That widence provides the background to the citcumstances of Ms

James'death, so I summarise it.

ll. The Deepcut regime in November 1995

1,1,.1.. Brigadier John Donnelly CBE, Director of Army Personnel Services and

Commandant of the Royal Army Physical Corps provided on behalf of the

MOD detail, as far as he was able, of army policies, structures and systems in

place in L995 at Deepcut. He had flever served 
^t 

or ne t Deepcut nor has he

anything to do with the facts investigated, although he had consulted Brigadier

Evans, the then Commander at Deepcut.

1,1,.2. The testimony of Brigadier Donnelly brought together evidence ftom eadiet

reviews and investigations, whose overall conclusions the MOD had not sought

to challenge. These included the meticulous Deepcut Review by Nicholas Blake

QC ('the Blake Review), and each of the fout Boards of Inquity ('BOI) into
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the deaths of rainees at Deepcut between 1995 to 2002. The Brigadier also had

access to the surviving policy documents and directives ftom the time.

11.3. The Brþadier's evidence was supplemented by that of others, including Colonel

Nigel Josling, the then Commanding Offìcet. Much of their accounts v/ere not

disputed, and aligned with the evidence of those who were trainees with Ms

James. The MOD, through Brigadier Donnelly, recognised and acknowledged

the many and obvious inadequacies and shortcomings.

72. The Royal Logistics Corps

1.2.1.. In Aptil 1,993 the Royal Logistics Corps (RLC) came into being as an

amalgamatton of fìve other service and support Corps, in the Army's 'Option

for Change' defence structure review after the ending of the Cold War. The

changes were consequent upon the need for a smallet and more effìcient army.

The old Royal Army Ordnance Corp ('RAOC) training battalion and depot at

Deepcut became the home of the newly formed RLC. The total Corps was

made up of about 1,,700 officers and 1,5,000 soldiets.

1,2.2. Regrmental Sergee'nt M^jor Stephen Buchanan described how, in November

1.994 he felt the different Corps had still not yet fully integrated and fìve

regimental mind-sets were still not one. He took over what he described as "a

leadedess Sergeants' Mess" and faced numerous challenges.

1,2.3. 1,993 was also a time of signifìcant change in ârmy recruitment policy.

Previously women soldiets had joined the Women's Royal Army Corps

(SøR'{C) but a single entry scheme was instituted, women for the ftst time

uaining alongside men. There was incteased recruitment of young people with
an inflow of slightly younger teens into this new single entry mixed sex scheme.

,{ll RLC recruits went through a ten-week basic 'Phase 1' ttaining at one of fìve

centres, including Pirbnght Bartacks adjacent to Deepcut, and then passed out

as a ?hase 2'ftainee before being sent to Deepcut.

1,2.4. Whllst the hub of the RLC was at Deepcut much specialist raining took place

elsewhere, such as the Driving Course at the School of Mechanical Transport,

Leconfield ) near Hull where Ms James undertook her driving course in Autumn

L995. Deepcut was â holding centre where rainees (known as SATT - Soldiers

Awaiting Trade Training) might wait days or weeks to be sent unpredictably

elsewhere. Trainees were often passing thtough the camp and, as some
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trainees failed or were unexpectedly held back, thete was no synchronisation

between completing Phase 1. and starting Phase 2.

13. The Deepcut Command Structure

13.1. Colonel Nigel Josling at the rank of Lieutenant Colonel was posted as

Commanding Offìcer of the Training Regiment and Depot ât Deepcut in

Easter 1,994. Colonel JosJing's training had included the Commanding Officer

De signate Course although, as v/as the appro ach at the time, it included

norhing specifìcally aimed at dealing with the welfare and personality of
adolescents and young adults.

1,3.2. The RLC at Deepcut comprised three squadrons: .A' the enhanced training

squadron; 'B' the holding squadton and'C', the suppott squadron. Eachhzd a

Major as Officer Commanding, supported by a Captain as 2IC and a WO2

Squadron Sergeant Major Among those soldiers within C Squadron some

were in the process of leaving the Army. Some wete awaiting dischatge or were

being held back from progression on medical gtounds, some were coming to

the end of their 
^Ímy 

c Íeers and â proportion awaited Coutt Martial ot

dismissal. B Squadron, to which Ms James teturned, was made up of the Phase

2 ttainees. Major Robert Gascoigne was its Commanding Officer ftom

Novembet 1,993,

1.3.3.In Autumn 1,995 of some 400 tainees at Deepcut in B squadron,25o/o wete

women. Something less than a third were, like Ms James, under eighteen. B

squadron was further divided into two Troops but no Sections in 
^ny

meaningful form because of the fluid situation of trainees. Each Troop v/as

commanded by a Lieutenant, with a Ttoop Sergeant and a low numbet of
Section Cotporals and othet junior non-commissioned officers.

1,3.4. Brigadier Donnelly described how in the Field Army the usual tatio of
Cotporals to soldiers would ffiflge from one to eight to one to twelve; whilst at

a holding unit one to twenty or thirty would be apptopriate. Ât Deepcut the

ratio was lrLely less than one to eighty and on occasions up to 200. This

extremely high ratio, combined with the ffansient nature of the Phase 2 ttainee

population, made it near impossible for Corpotals and other NCOs adequately

ro ger to know the Privates in their charge and to discharge their duty of cate.

It is now well-recognised that the tatio of staff to B Squadton trainees in 1,995

was inadequate.
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14. Trainees at Deepcut

1,4.1,. Brigadier Donnelly acknowledged a number of failures relating to how trainees

were occupied when awaiting trade training or posting. Whilst some

continualion raining was provided, there were too few permanent staff and

instructors to deüver it and to put in place â sftuctured tegime to occupy and so

meet the duty of care owed to those young men and v/omen. The tesult was a

large number of teenâgers in communal living without â propef structured

environment. As the Bdgadier said, the experience of moving fiom the very

structured regime of Phase 1 training to the less structuted lifestyle in the Field

,{.rmy should have been progressive, not the "cliff edge" confronting RLC

trainees on anival at Deepcut in 1995.

14.2. The Brþadier quoted from The Deepcut Investigation - DAG's Final Report

December 3 2002 - which "found several sources of adverse stimulation at

Deepcut that were all related and thus mutually teinforcing". It cited the high

numbers of soldiers awaiting dispersal leading to boredom and indiscipline and

the turbulence caused by the combination of training at multiple sites. It noted

a psychological environment which put the weakest, and those with undedying

problems, at risk.

14.3. Colonel Josling told me one of his main pracacal ptoblems as Commanding

Offìcer was that with resources undet strain the intensity of Phase 1 raining

could not be matched in Phase 2, and young people with time and opportunity

to be bored easily resort to mischief. RSM Stephen Bucha;nan grarphically

described Deepcut as â "sausage machine that had become clogged", meaning

insuffìcient spâce for the irregular numbets of trainees coming thtough and an

excess of trainees , many of them with not enough to do.

14.4. Squadrons could not provide stimulating activity all the time. ,{.ttempts were

made to occupy trainees with sporting events and on occasion external

activities. Both Major Gascoigne and Colonel Josling unsuccessfully lobbied

for better resources. The pool of teenage mânpower was mainly deployed to

provide the 24 hour guard for the Garrison.
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15. Guard duties

15.1. Atthough by 1995 there was â ceasefue in place with the Provisional IRA, the

threat of terorist attack on a logistics base with soldiets sleeping overnight

remained and Deepcut was seen âs a vulnerable târget. At Ms James' death,

Deepcut followed the direction by the Commander in Chief Land Forces that

armed guatding was to continue.

1,5.2. In 1995 there was no permanent or specially designated guard corps at Deepcut

as is today. In common with other Phase 2 lratntng establishments, the

resulting armed guarding requirement at Deepcut v/as met predominantly by

Phase 2 tratnees. Deepcut was unusual in having a .long and complicated

boundary of four perimeters with a number of entrânces that needed guarding,

and so imposed a considerable burden. The duties \¡¡ere two 12-hour shifts on

weekdays usually requiring 1.4 tainees per shift and at weekends about 27

trainees covered a 24-hour duty with two hours on and four houts off and a

return to the guard room between shifts. The minimum age for armed guatd

duty was 17. Those who were still in Phase 1 training could not conduct ârmed

guard but all Phase 2 tratnees over 17 could.

15.3. As guard duty was debilitating, 
^pattefn 

any more intensive than day on, day

off was considered unacceptable. At times, however, trainees would regulady

do day on day off shifts ovet several altetnate days.

15.4. As the Blake Review found, with the significant increase of atmed guarding

þost the IRA activiry of 1988) came consideration of the risk of death through

negligent discharge and the need fot adequate training of guards. There was no

similar consideration, however, of:

. the risk of intentional self-harm occasioned by unsupervised access to

fitearms;
. the increased risk resulting from arming the young, including recruits and

trainees, and the question of maturity of judgment in the light of àge; or

. rhe impact on training establishments of ttainees doing guard duty.

15.5. In the absence of a comprehensive dsk assessment, Brþadier Donnelly

acknowledged that the risks of having relatively inexperienced ttainees doing

armed security duties in singleton locations with little or no supervision were

insufficiently recognised. Policy at the time was more focused on what was

outside the wire and the risk that trainees might present to others (for example,

negligent discharge or not handling weâpons propetly) rather than the
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ükelihood of Uainees causing damage to themselves. Nor was the wider

impact of guard duty upon Phase 2 úainees' motale identifìed. The Brigadier

apologised to Mr and Mrs James for the time it took the Army to recognise

these failings and to rectify the position.

15.6. When Bdgadier Evans reviewed Phase 2 traintng at Deepcut in December

1.995,very shortly after MsJames'death, he was struck by the low morale of B

Squadron as a whole and in patticulat the trainees' frusuation with the

frequency of guard duties. This was not news to Colonel JosLing who told the

Inquest that on his atrival in 1.994, the frequency of guard duty was very

unpopular and demotalising, which quickly concerned him.

1,5.7. Major Gascoigne, commânding B squadron, also recognised the difficulty in

maintaining morale. He provided some courses and outside events but with

limited resources the programme was not neatly as good as it should have been.

At times the guard duty requirement was considerable, and he felt this was at

the heart of the problem, undermining progressive pfogfammes and

contributing to what he descdbed as "rock bottom morâIe".

15.8. Colonel Josling was opposed to using uainees as guatds because of their lack of
matutity and of experience and their possible overeaction. The tisk he

perceived was of trainees hurting othets rathet than themselves. He also feared

a skills fade if weapons training was sacdfìced to fiequent guard duty. His

requests to use the MOD Police, âs at Pirbright, or other Crown servânts âs

guards were rejected. Changing the camp layout to reduce access points to be

guarded was also not an option.

15.9. It also appeared on the evidence, including findings of the Blake Review

accepted by Brigadier Donnelly,thatin breach of policy some NCOs would use

guard duty as punishment. PoLicy set out who may award a punishment but

was not explicit as to who could not. It was an abuse of power to hand out

guard duties which prevented trainees leaving camp for home visits or other

social activities. Yet, as Brigadier Donnelly acknowledged, it happened.

15.10. One senior NCO described Deepcut as the worst fwo and ahalf years of his

time in the Army. He felt people did not cate about the recruits and morale

was low among the uainees. He agteed that minor inftingements were dealt

with by informal punishments by the NCOs, although he did not beüeve guard

duties were given out in this way.
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1,5.1,1,. Despite steps from 1988 on to address bullying and harassment, NCOs

continued to use guard duty as a punishment. The MOD accepted that, in the

absence of a formal code, this was beyond what was 
^pprcpria'te.

Unfortunately, within the culture which had developed, those who were doing

this got away with it.

16. Guard orders

16.1. Two panicular aspects of the guard ordets and procedures at Deepcut are

potentially relevant to Ms James' death. The ltst is the handling of
ammunition.

1.6.2. tJnr¡l October 1994 the heightened secutity state was such that orders required

magazines to be fitted to weâpons but not made ready while on guard duty.

After that date, with the potential ceasefìre of the Ptovisional IRA, the alert

status was reduced. Unsurprisingly some witnesses, including those who had

longer 
^tmy 

c^teers and so had often guarded at eaÃter or later periods at

Deepcut ot elsewhere, could not cleady tecall the weapon state in Autumn

1,995.

1.6.3.The weight of evidence suggests that the position was âs set out in a letter to

the Garrison HQ. This specified the arming stâte as State 2 þrepared) that is

to say frearms to be carcied with a loaded magazines in pouches or pockets

r^thet than attached. Magazines were not to be fìtted to rifles save in the event

of an immediately perceived threat. I accept Major Gascoigne's evidence that

this would have been covered in the full day's induction provided before

trainees undertook guard duty.

L6.4. The second relevant matter was the prohibition on women undettaking armed

guard duty alone. ìØhilst in most respects the female soldiers did guard duty in

the same way às their male counterparts the 'United l(ngdom Land Forces

Ânti-Terrorist Security Measures' (JI(LF ATSM) directive from July 1994

included Rules for the Carriage of Arms by Service Personnel. These tead:

'service women may be armed and employed on the same basis øs qdult mole

soldiers. The only provision is thot where possible ormed service women

shoutd be occompanied by male personnel. lf this is not possible, service

women are to be employed in pairs'.
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16.5. At Ms James' death, all guard posts at Deepcut were manned in pairs in the

silent hours, but singly during daylight hours of the working week. The latter

had the 
^dvanta"ge 

of reducing the guarding burden on trainees. However,

albeit during daylight hours only, it left uainees on lone guard duty. Inevitably

if the guard were female, the Ui<LF ATSM Rules for the Caniage of ,{rms by

Service Personnel were breached. This was not a one-off occurrence at

Deepcut. Both the then standing orders and the witness evidence make clear

that female trainees undertaking daylight lone guard duty was a rcgulat

occurrence in1995.

1,6.6. Brigadier Donnelly's understanding of the policy was that there was no

d.iscretion to deviate and Ms James and other female trainees should not have

been on lone guatd duty.

16.7. Colonel Josling could not recall why these Rules for the Carriage of Atms by

Service Personnel were not implemented. He suggested it had either not been

brought to his attention or been misinterpreted as permitting a discretion for

lone female armed guarding, then exetcised to ease the burden of guarding

duties. He considered it highly unlikely thathad the rule been known, it would

have been deliberately disregarded.

1ó.8. If there were misinterpretation it seems it was shared between the Regiment,

the Garison headquarters and all individuals whose areas of business it was to

enforce the Rules for the Catnage of Arms, including the Provost staff in the

guard room. Even amongst those whose responsibilities directly encompassed

oversight of guarding duties, there is no evidence to suggest that anyone 
^t

Deepcut was au/are of this specifìc rule. It is unlikely that Deepcut was alone in

this respect. \)øO1 Vernam (the then tecendy appointed RSM, now a retired

Lieutenant Colonel) was not 
^w^re 

of the provision. He explained that female

trainees had also carried out lone atmed guard at his ptevious establishment,

Âbingdon Baracks.

1,6.9. A recommendation from the July 1995 BOI which followed the death of
Private Sean Benton \Ã/as for adequate instructions fot all guard posts. Colonel

Josling did not specifically recall that tecommendation or whethet thete had

been a review of the Rules for the Cartiage of Arms at that time, although he

agreed that the BOI into Pte Benton's death wâs a missed opportunity to notice

that the local standing orders at Deepcut did not comply with the Army Rules

for the Cariage of A,rms.
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1,6.1.0. That the Rules were being breached wâs recognised in the aftermath of Ms

James' death and had been rectifìed by the time of the January 1'996 BoaÀ of
Inquiry into her death. Present day mllttary guarding practice is radically

different with a separate ptofessional guard fotce, the Military Ptovost Guard

Service.

17. Sexual relations between ttainees

17.1. Given the dearth of structuted, productive or stimulating activities for úainees

ât Deepcut it is unsurprising that the ttainees tutned to each other for

stimulation. Sexual relations between trainees were not ptohibited as 
^ 

matter

of policy. Nor would it have been rþht wholly to fetter trainees' liberty in that

way, given all were above the age of consent. As Brigadiet Donnelly noted the

position as between trainees in 1995 was a difficult atea for those over the age

of consent and who had completed their training and wete experiencing some

freedom. To police such relationships was extremely diffìcult, particulady

when trainees v/ere unsupervised off duty. The MOD has, howevet, accepted

that the extent to which trainees were able to engage in consensual sex within

the barracks was inappropriate. One solid piece of evidence of sexual activity

at Deepcut was the fìnding of a great m ny used condoms around the grounds

during an annual tidying up, shortly before Ms James' death.

1.7.2. It was forbidden for Phase 2 tainees to conduct sexual activity in army

accommodation and rules banned enuy to the accommodation blocks of the

opposite sex. Despite the rules, the overwhelming evidence is that sexual

relations between trainees at Deepcut were commonplace and, as many

witnesses recognised, there was a sexualised atmosphere at Deepcut. The

pncacal step of a key pad lock on the female block was wholly ineffective

when female trainees simply gave their boyfriends the code. Sexual activity was

dealt with if caught taking place within the accommodat)on, but was rarcly

detected.

1,7 .3. The extent to which this atmosphere is relevant to Ms James' death is, however,

difficutt to ascertain. It would be unrealistic to suggest Ms James was sexually

naive and fell into potentially disressing sexual entanglements (such âs

concurrent boyfriends at the end of her life) only because of a sexualised

atmosphere at Deepcut. The evidence suggests she enjoyed an active

consensual sex life throughout her time in the Atmy. In a lettet to a friend on

May 19 1,995, fìve days after arrtvtng at Pirbright, she wrote that her expectation

of the Army as "all good fun and sex" was not yet realised.
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77.4. In a letter.likely drafted at LeconÇteld around October 4 1,995 and before her

final return to Deepcut, Ms James boasted to anothet friend at home of eleven

different sexual encounters with various male trainees and NCOs since she

joined the ,A.rmy. The frst had been dudng basic training at Pirbright. Âll
encounters descril¡ed 

^ppear 
to have been consensual, including one of sharing

sexual partners with a female fiiend.

17.5. These matters are not mentìoned to suggest anything untoward in a young

woman having sex. It is normal. As Ms Fostet QC put it, Ms James'
enthusiasm and openness about sex would not have been thought wothy of
comment had she been a young man. But given the prudent media interest I
emphasise there is no basis in the evidence for any suggestion that the Army or

the Deepcut regime in some way sexualised her. She was a young woman

looking forward to and enjoying such liaisons from the outset of her army

c teer.

18. Sexual relations between NCOs and trainees

1,8.1,. Brigadier Donnelly desctibed how the policy on sexual behaviour in 1995 was

shaped primarily by the Discipline and Standatds Paper issued by the Adjutant

Genetal on October 21, 1,993. It ditected that relationships between offìcets

and soldiers was not acceptable. A sexual relationship between an NCO and a

soldier wâs âcceptable provided they were not in the same chain of command,

but not acceptable for obvious reasons within a chain of command, even if
consensual. This "was a pâper of its time" and there has since been some

relaxation of the general policy, although not that in relation to the chain of
command.

1.8.2. Bngadier Donnelly accepted failings in relation to the risk and occurence of
instructors having relationships with tainees at Deepcut. Fitst, the MOD
accepts that there wâs â fallwe expressly to prohibit sexual relations between

insructors and trainees. Notwithstanding this, Colonel Josling believed it was

made cleat at the time that there was to be no sexual fraternisation between

instructors and ttainees and it does not appear on the evidence that instructors

were ignorant of that ptohibition.

18.3. Secondly, the MOD âccepts the conclusion of the Blake Review thatitis more

probable than not that such prohibited fraternisation between instructots and

trainees not only took place in breach of military standatds but was widespread.

The evidence of former trainees shows that must be corect. This was entitely
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unacceptable. Since instuctors were in a position of command, it amounted to

an abuse of power. Ms James' letter of October 4 1,995 details her own sexual

liaisons with an NCO at Pirbright and with three NCOs at Leconfìeld, although

it is not possible to say whether âny wâs in a supervisory role.

18.4. Thirdly, the MOD accepted that mote could and should have been done by

those in the chain of command to suppress ot deter such sexual relations

between instructors and trainees. Colonel Josling was confident the chain of
command had taken steps to make the expectations clear, and to warn

instructors and offìcers of the gravity and consequences of breach. He

recounted how some instructors found their situation and the large numbets of
trainees very challenging, and many did not have great experience in dealing

with young women. There were rumours and allegations, but he eventually

came to the view that rules wete being broken. He said more staff were

needed, a topic he frequently discussed at the garrison management group.

18.5. Fourthly, Bngadier Donnelly noted that in previous investigations evidence was

that some male instructors saw young females as a sexuâl challenge. Colonel

Josling also recognised this, although he did not âccept tt as a sweeping

assertion.

18.6. The evidence in this Inquest, as the MOD recognised, supports the existence of
consensuâl þut improper) relationships between insttuctors and ttainees, and

impropet and unwelcome propositioning of trainees by instructors. \X/hilst

probing the detail of this and other more serious allegations of abuse at

Deepcut falls well outside the Inquest's scope, such behaviout and attitudes

would have contributed to the general culture at Deepcut in 1995 and was far

below the standard to be expected. As Brigadier Donnelly agreed, not only was

there was a sexualised atmosphere but attitudes and language in cettain parts of
the Atmy also represented a misogynistic viewpoint, something he suggests

shouid be viewed in context and as "of its time".

18.7. This situation is inextricably linked to the other challenges and shortcomings of
Deepcut also recognised by the MOD, which include inadequate staff to trainee

ratios, the relative lack of female NCOs and offìcets, the more widespread

cultural change of female soldiers training alongside male peets, and suboptimal

uaining of instructors. Bngadier Donnelly was candid in accepting that these

and other factors made it impossible for the duty of care owed to ttainees to be

met.
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18.8. Major Gascoigne accepted that âs the ratio of NCOs to ttainees was too low, it
put a strain on the staff. They were unable to operâte the old system of an

NCO sleeping in the blocks and at times there were relationships between

instructors and trainees. It was his view that all NCOs knew such relationships

v/ere unâcceptable and if caught, transgressors would teceive the full might of
his displeasure.

18.9. The MOD recognised and admitted the m^ny shortcomings and failures in

respect of the 1995 Deepcut tegime tegarding sexual behaviour. However, for

such matters to be relevant to Ms James' tagSc death requites an evidential

foundation. This aspect I consider later.

19. Alcohol

19.1. Drinking alcohol - including to excess - amongst young people is not a

phenomenon peculiar to the Atmy. Although Colonel Josling said it was not

brought to his attention that recruits and trainees spent a lot of their spare time

drinking, Bngadier Donnelly recognised the Blake Review's observation that a

substantial volume of evidence demonsrated alcohol-induced poot behaviour

as commonplace at Deepcut in 1995. Excessive drinking was the soutce of
signifìcant disciplinary problems, and access to alcohol ^n ever-present

problem.

1,9.2. As in any camp alcohol was prohibited in the accommodation blocks and there

were cleat rules in the NAA.trI prohibiting serving alcohol to those under 18.

Colonel Josling said he had no reason to doubt that that policy was

impiemented but information from other reports and evidence given at this

Inquest, accepted by the MOD, suggests that even within the NAAFI bar, the

prohibition on under-lBs buying alcohol wâs not always adequately enforced.

It was a concern to Colonel Josling that cheap alcohol was being smuggled into

camp. There was nothing to stop someone over 18 bringing alcohol into the

camp, as it was inappropriate and impracticable to seatch every soldier on

return - particulady considering the need to respect the private life of adults.

Âlthough there should have been monitoring of the accommodation blocks in

the silent hours by a duty Corporal, it seemed that spot checks of trainees'

accommodation wete nte and only pattsally successful.

19.3. ColonelJoslingwas not aware of drink parties in the blocks. The evidence of
trainees, however, is cleat that the consumption of quantities of alcohol

including at 'block parties' wâs a feature of ttainees' life. Indeed some trainees
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believed that the block p^rty on the last weekend of Ms James' life had been

sanctioned by an NCO. \X/hatever the ttuth, the pany was not discovered.

19.4. Although trainees' social ddnking was not curtailed, sevetal witnesses

confìrmed that obvious drunkenness, patticulatly on duty, was serious and

prohibited. If attending for guard duty and obviously still under the effects of
alcohol a úatnee would be sent away 

^t 
risk of being put on a charge.

19.5. The relevance of the Deepcut culture regarding alcohol to Ms James' death is,

however, ümited. No doubt drinking both at the banacks and in Cambedey

formed a signifìcant part of her last weekend's events and some witnesses

reported Ms James drinking heavily in the NAÂFI and appeating drunk at a

block patry the evening before she died. But as I consider below,

contemporâneous toxicology did not teveal alcohol in het blood at Ms James'

death.

20. Supervision and support of trainees

20.1. Colonel Josling described the 1,994-5 reduction of the permanent cadre of the

regiment as a consequence of pushing limited resources towards the front line.

Specialist 'milttary training instructors' with the skills tequired to educate were

replaced with 'mllttary skills instructors' fiom mainsteam soldiering and

without the same depth of experience. They were less versed in the 'soft skills'

required for dealing with trainees and so could be mote prone to ertots of
judgment. He felt this particulady affected B Squadron by leaving it with

insuffìcient instructional capability. -A.lthough efforts wete made to use senior

NCOs atd wanant officers from A Squadton to assist and supplement the B

Squadron instructors, the human resources available were insuffìcient.

20.2. Alongside this was what Colonel Josling descdbed âs a 'concerning' lack of
apprcachable female staff members. He said there was one "excellent" female

commissioned offìcer in place when he arived, followed by a further female

Lieutenant, but the Corps was struggling to appoint female insuuctional staff

and his requests for more'womefl met no success. At the time the demand fot

female offìcers throughout the Army far exceeded supply. Colonel Josling
recalled it was particulady difficult to encourage female soldiers to take on ân

insrrucror role although he and Brigadiet Evans pushed hard. The net effect

was very few role models fot the new women trainees in B Squadron, but zlso a

dearth of more senior females to whom female ttainees could tutn if they had a

problem.
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20.3. ColonelJosling accepted that the Army was in loco þarcntis to those undet 1B and

that pâstoral welfare was fundamentally a commândet's responsibility. In the

absence of female NCOs and officers, women tecruits could approach other

adults, including the Padre, the unit medical officet, Dr McClenahan (a

woman), and the WRVS. There v/ere, howevet, combined and intertelated

weaknesses: no overall welfate policy, no formal co-ordination of the welfare

support in place, no unit Welfate Officet and no ovetarching welfate

committee. Additionally NCOs \¡/ere not âs knowledgeable

support agencies as v/as desfuable. Given the numbet of
potentially in need of support and guidance, the haphazar.d

support was insufficient.

20.4. Encoutaged by Majot Gascoigne, however, ân

kept a watch on 
^îy 

ttainees who had come

which included the unit medical officer

t welfate

ttainees

wotking list of ptoblem ot at-risk

those who self-harmed. Ms James was

any evidence to suggest she have

a tequired but private medical

oppoftuilty to false p

her close gidftiends

Ms James in the last

friends, as in 1n

welfare

taken

fot welfare

committee
It had a

to cate fot
to this group, not is there

on Novembet 27 7995

with Dr McClenahan v¡as ân

v¡ith her or the nursing staff. None of
of any parttcalar. issues toubling

life. She did not present, even to het closest

support.

of
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PART 4: AnIwv Tn¡rNlNc eNo Pnocnsss

2L. Pirbright and first period at Deepcut

21,.1.. Ms James's progress through her Phase 1 and 2 ttaining was typical of any new

recruit. After ten weeks of intensive basic training at Pirbright, Ms Jame s passed

out as a Phase 2 ttainee to commence her ftst spell of fìve weeks at Deepcut

from July 24 unttl August 31, L995. She underwent a Supply Specialist Class 3

training course from July 31 to August 22, and artived at the School of
Mechanical Transport at Leconfìeld for drivet uaining on ,\ugust 31 1'995. She

returned to Deepcut for her second spell on Novembet 16 '1995 to await her

posting.

21,.2. On June 29 1,995 at Pirbdght, Ms James was fìned d50 for negligent handling of
a Åfle causing an unintended discharge of a round. She was homesick and mng

home frequently, and found the fitness regime tough. However, Mr James

described her on leaving Pirbright as like â "poster for the Army". The family

attended her passing out pande at Pirbright, and Mt James described it as a

proud moment.

21,.3. Pte Daniel Griffìths recounted once at Deepcut seeing Ms James shouted at and

reduced to tears by Sgt Andtew Gavaghan. Pte Griffìths did not know the

context of the incident and it v/as not tecorded tn any statement until he came

forward to rhis Inquest 20 years later. ,\lthough Pte Griffiths could not now be

certain when the event occurred, reconstructing the time line from his memory

of his own postings makes it most likely to have been during Ms James's fìrst

spell at Deepcut betweenJuly 24 and August 31' 1,995.

21,.4. Pte Griffìths came across as an honest witness uying to assist and thete is no

reâson to think he was not giving a truthful account so far as his memory

allowed. NCOs shouting at recruits is not afl unusual feattxe of atmy training

and Pte Griffìths did not feel that a female rectuit being reduced to tears was out

of the ordinary. Sgt Gavaghan said he had no recollection of meeting Ms James,

but accepted it was possible he reprimanded her.

21,.5. Given this particular Sergeant has featuted in others' negative accounts of the

Deepcut regime and been the focus of media attention, it seems likely that if he

were of any direct televance to Ms James' storf, others would have come

forward. None of Ms James other, and closer> arrrry friends described any

interaction of note between het and Sgt Gavaghan. There is no evidence that
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she said or v/rote ânything about any encounter with him. Not have her close

friends suggested she was 
^ 

t^rget of harsh reprimands, discipline or outright

bullying ftom any quarter at Deepcut. There is no evidence from any witness

that this one incident in Summer 1,995, or any incident like it, was playing on Ms

James'mind in late November L995.

22.Perconality in the Army

22.1,. Ms James' vivacious personality has been rematked upon by almost every

witness to this Inquest who knew her personally. Those who met her during her

army ttaining described her as bubbly, lively and fun, gregarious and outgoing.

She was widely considered velT attrâctive'

22.2. Ms James had an active social life duting training. She was popular and formed

strong friendships quickly. We have an unusual amount of evidence about some

personal âspects of Ms James's life and her inner thoughts and feelings because

she was often candid and forthright with close friends in letters and in person.

Some witnesses suggested that her bubbly and positive demeanour went

alongside and perhaps masked a less happy side. For example, het close friend

Pte Helen Miller refered to an intense "heart-to-heart" when Ms James's "face

came off and the real Cheryl came out".

22.3. The dangers of hindsight import difficulties when assessing the weight to be

attached to such evidence, patuclJaÃy from friends who may have reassessed

their thoughts having been told by othets that Ms James had killed herself. It is
also hardly unusual for people's personalities to 

^pper 
more complex to friends

as they get to know each other better.

23. Relationship with Sapper Carr-Minns

23.1,. In September 1995 at Leconfield, Ms James started a relationship with a Royal

Engineer, Sapper Simeon Cart-Minns. He was almost 19. Spr Can-Minns

considered himself and Ms James boyftiend and girlfriend. Het letters home

show her strong feelings for him and that she considered this a potentially

serious relationship. She told him she loved him and on Novembet 1'9 1'995

v/rote to a friend that he was "the only good thing that has come out of the

Army so far".
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23.2. He described her as excellent company, verl chirpy, vivacious, fun, fliltatious

and vety physical. During the weekend before her death howevet, he tealised

that she had "deepef issues", ând "was not as hnppy as she was making out to

be".

23.3. He told the police that she Liked men a lot and if she wanted to have sex, she was

uninhibited, and he felt she would not have been able to stây faithful. He

learned she wanted to leave the Ârmy as she disliked being bossed around and

seemed always to be getting into trouble.

24. Events at Leconfield

24.1. On November 9 at Leconfìeld Ms James and Pte Nina Fawcett were found in

male accommodation in breach of standing ordets. They were fined and awatded

seven-day's restriction of privileges ('ROPs). Three days were later added to Ms

James'ROPs for sleeping in.

24.2. She told Spr Car-Minns and her friend PteJane \X/arboys that whilst on ROPs at

Leconfìeld she was fobbed off unwelcome sexual advances from an NCO. She

told Spr Carr-Minns it had upset her. She told Pte \X/arboys on the day of her

return to Deepcut but she did not mention it subsequently. To Surrey Police,

the NCO denied the events. He was not called as there is no evidence that the

alleged event was affecting Ms James' state of mind at her death and I ruled it

outside the scope of this Inquest to try to explore ot determine the truth of it.

25. Comments about self-harm

25.1,. \X/hilst some evidence was heard of Ms James' occasional impulsivity, that is not

unusual in adolescence and appeared to fall fat short of pathological behaviour.

There is no suggestion that thoughts ot feelings of self-harm, impulsive ot

otherwise, were â general feature of her demeanour or known to her close

ftiends in the A*y.

25.2. In the few days before her death, however, Ms James twice referted to shooting

oneself. Pte Sean Benton, an RLC ttainee died at Deepcut on June 9 1,995,

whilst she was at Pirbright. His death was a mâtter of general conversation. The

AB gate at Deepcut was widely known as 'Benton's Gate'. Pte Miller recalled Ms
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James participating unremarkably in genetal convetsations about Pte Benton's

death.

25.3. On November 16, on the coach back from Leconfield to Deepcut, Ms James

discussed Pte Benton's death with Pte Yvonne Sneddon. Pte Sneddon said they

were in high spirits when Ms James said "wouldn't it be really eâsy to shoot

yourself.)" Ms James brought up Pte Benton, and said "It must have been dead

eâsy, you won't feel no pain". Pte Sneddon, shocked, took the comment

seriously. She responded that one might not feel pain but wouldn't be here

afterwards. The subject changed abruptly. She mentioned this to a female

NCO, but went on leave the next day and, did not see Ms James again.

25.4. Â similar comment was reported by Mt I(eith Gdeg, alocal electrician, who was

working in the female accommodaion at Deepcut on November 23. During a

tea break, Pte James and Pte Fawcett and others discussed getting out of the

,{.rmy. Mr Grieg suggested buying themselves out, but was told that it wâs too

expensive. Ms James said that the only wây out wâs to put a gun to your head.

Mr Grieg believed it was "purely said in jest". Ms Jame s was laughing as she said

it and he took it light-heartedly. He pointed out that it was a waste to take your

own l-ife, and talk turned to going AWOL if posted to Germany.

25.5. Pte Fawcett thought itl:anter, said for ala:ugh. Although they had no plans to

go A\X/OL, she and Ms James wanted to leave and were both fed up with

Deepcut.

26. Ms James' attitude to the At-y and her posting

26.1,. It appears Ms James was unhappy in the Army. Certainly ftom het time at

Leconfìeld onwards, she spoke about wanting to leave. She chafed against the

discipline and missed civilian life. In Pte Fawcett's words, her attitude towards

the army showed she "still had a civil-ian head on." She particulady disliked

guard dury, of which she and others perceived she did more than the usual share.

She spoke and wrote to friends including Ms Baksh about going Aì7OL.

26.2. In a letter from Deepcut dated November 1,9 1,995 she wrote that she and Spr

Catr-Minn s "realþ want to leaue the A*Ì' describing it as "a total wa¡te of time". She

nored her father would "g0 mad' if she did. She also appeared to be looking

towards het future in the Atmy, however, wtiting:
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"I'm jø.rt þre tþt glad I will be po$ed ¡oon. The rea.rzn I hate it ¡o much ù I haue got

¡ome real good mates and we're a// getling poúed dffirent þlaæt which is ¡hit euen

tltoaglt it eay to mee t people here and mo$ peoþle are ltour males anltway

I realþ need a holidal just a wee,þ.'¡ reúfrom the Arrry. I'ue been in ¡ix months and its

hard without an1 time ofr I'* dae 4 week¡ but I doabt I'llget aryt at a//."

26.3. In a phone conversation the next day Ms Baksh tecalled Ms James said she

"wanted to abscond, she wanted to go AWOL and was serious about that".

26.4. To put this in context, however, discontent with atmy life while at Deepcut wâs

probably not unusual amongst her cohort and her panicular group. Pte Gavin

Trcarty, for example, said Ms Jame s complained about atmy life "no more than

anyone else" and that "if there had been a bus outside we all would have got on

it and gone". Pte Andrew C^fier suggested "at least half the camp" talked about

seeking premature voluntary release.

26.5. Ms James' parents were unâwate she thought of leaving. They last saw her

during her birthday weekend in October 1,995. They had a famlly P^rW, a nice

occasion when she gave no indication she was teluctant to return to the Ârmy.

Her mother had told her several times that if she did wânt to leave het parents

would pay fot her to come out.

26.6. The Phase 2 tninees in her cohot were awaiting their postings at the time Ms

James died. Pte Steven Storey recalled Ms James feeling that "if she didn't

receive a posting soon, she would leave the Army." She had talked of applying

to be sent to Germany but on Noveml:er 1.7 u/rote that she was going to ask for

a UI( posting to increase the chance of being near Spr Car-Minns. Whilst some

witnesse s thought she had been mad e 
^w^re 

of het posting by November 27

7995, scrutiny of the documents shows this was probably not so. The order

posting her to Bicestet from 4 December had not teached the camp'

27. Attendance on Dr McClenahan

27.1,. On Tuesday November 21 1995 Ms James saw Dr Mclenahan, the GP at

Deepcut, for her 22-week service medical. They had not met before. Ms James

came âcross as a lovely, bubbly gid who did not seem to have a great many

problems and was keen to get posted out. She was assessed as fully fìt and able

to be posted anyrwhere.
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27.2. Dr Mclenahan assessed and recorded Ms James's mental health as 'normal',

although this wâs a cursory âssessment) l-imited to petceiving Ms James'

demeanour in the meeting and asking her if everything was alnght. Dr

Mclenahan told this Inquest thât she never assessed anyone's mental health as

anything orher than normal unless they had serious psychiatric problems. Had

she had concerns about Ms James, she would have teferred her on, but she saw

no need to do so.

27.3. Dr Mclenahan rccalled Ms James asking "CanI get thrown out of the Atmy for

having migraine?" Ms James explained that while she had not had them in the

,{rmy, she had had them before. Dr Mclenahan told her she could have to

leave if her migraines intetfered with her career.

27.4. Although Dr Mclenahan's impression was that Ms James was worried that

migraines might preclude her posting, Ms James' correspondence suggests the

opposite and that she was considering whether she might feign migraines as a

device to leave . In an e^rher letter to Ms Baksh she had written that her 22-week

medical "coald be n1 chanæ to get oal on migraine.r". In unsent letters to Spt Can-

Minns dared November 1,9 and 22, she also suggested that she would use her

history of mþaine s as a pretext for discharge. In the lettet dated November 22

she wrote that the previous day she had mentioned getting migraines and "the

nar¡e said ¡he wouldn't write it 0n nly record bøt f I conþlained when I got to a anit I'd be

ltraight out ro realþ I wouldn't haue a problem".

28. Relationship with Pte Vilkinson

28.1,. Although Ms James' relationship with Spr Car-Minns continued on their return

to Surrey he was based at Gibraltar Barcacks approximately 1'0 miles from

Deepcut. In the days before her death, Ms James entered into a new

relationship, with Pte Paul \X/ilkinson, a fellow uainee at Deepcut. Pte Wilkinson

thought their relationship began perhaps on Tuesday 21 Novembet.

28.2. On \X/ednesday November 22MsJames wrote to Spr Carr-Minns telling him she

could nor go home with him at the weekend, due to Sunday guard duty. She was

not on duty. In the absence of documentation, however, it is now impossible to

know whether a planned shift on Sunday was later alteted ot if this were an

excuse to avoid going to Wales with Spt Cart-Minns.
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28.3. Pte \X/ilkinson and Ms Jame s v/ere on guard dury together, ptobably on Thursday

23. They flirted, and amidst what Pte \X/ilkinson descdbed as banter and me ssing

about, Ms James punched him and gave him a nosebleed. Pte Wilkinson

thought she had neaÅy broken his nose. He agreed she was a strong girl who

could stand up fot herself.

28.4. Pte \)Tilkinson, sixteen and unconfident, u/as smitten with Ms James. Pte Trearty

encouraged him to get over his shyness, but Ms James took the initiative. A few

days after they frst flirted he recalled that in Cambedey Ms James stolled over,

kissed him and said something like "that is it, you are mine." Pte \Wilkinson

considered it a potentially serious relationship. He believed she was splitting up

from het other boyfriend.

29. F úday Novembe r 24 1995

29.1,. Ms James rang home at about 1,4.00 on Friday 24 November and spoke to her

mother. It was the last time she spoke to either parent. They talked for about

half an hour discussing amongst othet things Christmas shopping. Ms James

seemed excited about Christmas. She said she could not come home as she had

to do guard duty; but the impression was that really she wanted to stay at

Deepcut to socialise. Nothing in this phone call caused her mothet 
^ny 

concern

then or in hindsight.

30. Saturday Novembet 251995

30.1,. Spr Carr-Minns said that on Saturday November 25he discovered that MsJames

had begun a relationship with Pte \)Tilkinson. Spt Carr-Minns had ananged to

meet her at Deepcut but she was riot thete. Told she had been seen in town with

another guy, he went into Cambedey and found het with friends shopping and

drinking. Dudng the day some of the rainees, including Ms James, took out

store cards to buy goods on ctedit.

30.2. Spr Carr-Minns saw her later on Saturday in the N,{u\FI with Pte Wilkinson.

Spr Car-Minns said he was never ang\, just upset. His motive in seeking het

out was ro convince her she should be with him. He did not succeed. Ms James

and Pte Wilkinson had sex that night, interrupted by Pte Miller and Pte Trear.qr
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who squirted them u¡ith a fire extinguishet in revenge for Ms James having done

the same to them.

30.3. Spr Car-Minns, carrying a red rose and hoping to make things up with Ms

James, also walked in on her with Pte'Vfilkinson. Pte Wilkinson, at fìrst angry,

then left Spr Carr-Minns and Ms James alone. In a difficult conversation she

made clear she could not help herself; she liked Pte Wilkinson as well and

wanted to be with other men. Spr Cart-Minns stayed v¡ith her that night, but in

separate beds.

31. Sunday November 261995

31,.1. Next day, Sunday November 26, MsJames again wentinto Cambetley to buy

Christmas presenrs and go drinking. Her group included Pte \X/ilkinson and Spt

Carr-Minns. Many ffainees recalled a party that evening in 
^n 

unused

accommodation block. There was a widespread petception that it was informally

sanctioned by NCOs, although some rainees thought it unauthorised and no

trainee gave evidence of direct authorisation.

31,.2. Spt Cart-Minns teported Ms James' mood as "swinging backwatds and

forwards" thtoughout the evening. "She would be laughing and joking one

minute and then quite aggressive or sad or angÍy." She spent time with both Pte

Wilkinson and Spr Carr-Minns throughout the evening. In the NAAtrI Spt Car-
Minns overheard her artanging to meet Pte \X/ilkinson, which saddened him. Ms

James then initiated sex with Spr Carr-Minns in a quiet patt of the NAAtrI
behind a ctxtain.

31,.3. Ms James was bothered about the situation in which she found herself. Spt

Carr-Minns believed her "very confused...unhappy about the whole thing, guilty

about me and that what she was doing v/âs wrong." Pte Miller said she had been

talking about it all day, 'þoing round and round" becâuse "she couldn't make up

her mind", to the point where she told Ms James to go away because she had

"heard enough about Wilkie and Jim". Pte Trearty remembered Pte Miller

responding more bluntly, telling Ms James to "fuck off and grow up".

31.4. After the NAAFI closed, Ms James visited the guard room. Pte Rankin recalled

Ms James seeming pretty drunk. She asked him to allege she had been in ttouble

and to put her into the cells, as she did not wânt to do motning guard duty.

Mention was made of her not having her kit teady. She also hada conversation
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with Pte Rachel Oakes, which made her angry and upset. Pte Oakes did not

remember its content, but Spr Carr-Minns recalled Ms James saying "she wanted

to punch somebody", so he offered his hands as pads for her to punch. She was

in a pretty bad mood about something but Spt Cart-Minns did not know what.

He left fot GibraltarBaracks between 23.00 and midnight. His fìnal impression

of Ms James was that she was deptessed and was "drinking to anaesthetise

herself'. They aranged to meet the following Tuesday.

31.5. Both Pte \X/ilkinson and Spr Carr-Minns were upset by their inability to enjoy Ms

James's undivided attention. Both felt affecttonate and cartng and considered

himself in love with her. There is no evidence that either wâs ever violent,

threatening or 
^îgry 

towards the other despite theit rivaþ. Nor is there any

evidence that eithet was violent or threatening towards Ms James.

31.6. That night, after Spt Carr-Minns had left, Ms James went to the male

accommodation block and had sex with Pte Wilkinson. Pte Cater was in the

room two beds along. At about 02.00 hours Ms James asked Pte Carter if he had

ever done anything on impuls e, and if he could obtain a fake passport. She

asked if he had ever had anal sex, and if he would like it with het. He was

shocked, sutpdsed, and declined. Ms James was still in bed with Pte Wilkinson

at this point and Pte C^rter described Pte Wilkinson as agitated, his body

language indicating that he was not hnppy.

31,.7. -{fter ten minutes Ms James asked Pte Carter to check for NCOs and then take

her back to her own room. Pte \X/ilkinson wanted to take her back himself so it
was agreed Pte Carter would check fitst. On his returrì he found Pte Willcinson

and Ms James coming out of the block relatively happily. Pte Wilkinson did not

seem angly, but "obviously put out". Pte Carter went back to the room and

from the window saw Ms James walking back alone but looking up. Pte Carter

said "You're going to get it", meaninq sex, which she acknowledged by smiling

and winking.

31,.8. Pte Wilkinson spent the rest of the night elsewhere. Next morning Pte Courtney

Clarke was understandably annoyed to fìnd him asleep in a spare bed Pte Clarke

kept immaculately made up for inspections.

31.9. ¡{.ccounts of MsJames's actions that evening do not suggest she was at ali upset

in the immediate wake of these events. On the contr:a;ry, this seems but one

example of Ms James' sexual confidence. Save for one single allegation, the
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credibility of which I shall discuss, no evidence to this Inquest is othet than of
Ms James having consensual sexual relationships whilst at Deepcut.

32. P te Beards' allegation

32.1,. Only one allegation has come to the notice of my investigation that Ms James

was sexually assaulted at Deepcut. Pte Mark Beards, attainee, alleged that on the

night before she died Ms James was required to go into a room with Pte lan

-A.tkinson, ânother recruit, on the orders of Sgt Gavaghan. Pte Beards

understood this to mean she had been ordered to sleep with Pte Atkinson or as

Pte Beards later put it, to be "taped". No other witness coroborates this and

the allegations are strongly denied by Sgt Gavaghan, and Pte,\tkinson.

32.2. Pte Atkinson has consistently said that the extent of his tomantic or sexual

involvement with Ms James was Limited to one evening flirting in the NAAFI,

leading to a consensual kiss. His account of that event is coroborated by Ms

James who wrote on November 19 1995 to Spr Car-Minns that she had been

'flirting roand Atkin¡on" 
^nd 

she "didn'/ do arytbing at a//. I ju.rt ki:.red hin thoagh I
iltorght I had betrer tull1toa before one of the other lads doe.r". Pte Slattery also recalled

this episode.

32.3. On oath Pte Beards told this Inquest he fìrst met Ms James on November 25

1995 for a couple of minutes. He said he had drunk about eight pints of lager on

the evening of Sunday November 26 1995 when she spoke to him at about

23.00. She allegedly told him she had been ordeted to go to a room with Pte

,ttkinson.

32.4. Questioned, Pte Beards said Ms James had never descdbed the incident as

invoiving sex. This reflected his Septembet 2002 tnter:riew, when he told

officers that Ms James had not actually said she was being abused but that he had

"rea.d between the lines." Therefore on his own account, if this interaction even

happened, she had made no reference to sex. Pte Beatds merely assumed sex

was requited of het.

32.5. A.t its highest his evidence was his own inference and assumption. At its lowest

it was fantasy. Pte Beards' account does not fit in with the overwhelming

preponderance of evidence about Ms James' movements on the evening of
November 26. Both boyfriends were around and she spent a large amount of
time with them and had sex with both that evening. It is unlikely that she would
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have disclosed such a significant untoward event to Pte Beards, whom she barely

knew, yet not to close friends, ot to either boyfriend. Her candid nature makes it
highly unlikely that she would not have shared such an event.

32.6. Furthermore she could stand up for herself and was sexually confìdent and

experienced. Pte Miller recalled that "she was too full of hetself and confident to

allow anyone to take advantage of her", and Pte Fawcett remembered her

rebuffìng a sexual approach ftom a Sergeant without any impact on her mood.

32.7 . Moreover, only in a 201,5 witness stâtement was Sgt Gavaghzn's name fìrst cited

by Pte Beards in this context. Elements of his account, such as his description

of an alleged confrontation with Pte Atkinson next morning, have evolved in a

way only explicable as exaggeration. Pte Beards admitted he had lied to the

police in the past and parts of his story have a clear ring of fantasy. For example,

he sugge sted he had not told the full truth of the encounter when interviewed by

the Surrey Police in Septemb er 2002 because he was afraid of Sgt Gavaghan, yet

he proactively contacted the press with this story in October 2002. His account

became the basis of sensational medta reports that Ms James was a 'sex slave'

'forced to have sex with a gang of offìcers'. Pte Beards allowed his photograph

to be published alongside this account.

32.8. It is an egregious act to âccuse someone of tape without foundation, and even

more so to make such unfounded and sensational allegations in the context of
the death of a young woman. The media's publication of Pte Beatds' allegations

in October 2002 has been the source of signifìcant misinformation. One

purpose of this Inquest is to shed light upon Ms James' time at Deepcut so that

her parents and the public have a fuller picture. It is more than tegrettable that

Pte Beards' evidence before me agatn generated such misleading headlines as

"Teenage ¡oldier þræd to haue sex withfellow recraiî hourc beþre .rhe wasJòønd dead".

32.9. I find Pte Beards' allegations to be wholly without foundation. I accept âs true

Pte ,ttkinson's evidence that his eadier consensual kiss was his only physical

involvement with Ms J ames.

32.1,0. I remind myself that this is not a public inquiry into the culture of Deepcut

Barracks in 1995. The investigation of the widespread allegations of sexual

abuse or bullying of recruits othet than Ms James fell outside the scope of this

Inquest.
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32.1,1. On the evidence heard, neither sexual hatassment flor abuse nor bullying were

ditected at Ms James on her return to Deepcut. Whether or not her expedence

of Deepcut was typical in this rcgard is a matter on which I cannot comment.
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PART 5: THn EveNts op 27 NovBMsBn 1995

33. Quality of evidence of timings

33.1. The events and timings on the morning of Ms James' death made up a latge part

of the evidence at this Inquest. Desirable though it would be to detelmine

precise timings of the events that day, the reality is that the passage of time

precludes it.

33.2. F,ach witness who saw Ms James that motning or who noted her absence was

trying to assist the Inquest. It is, howeyet, 
^ 

ttuism that even honest witnesses

can be mistaken, and no witness assetted that his or her estimate or in some

cases þuesstimate' of timings could not be wrong. Many did not give a lrst
account unú 2002 or 2003, seven to eight yearc altet Ms James' death. The

^ccltacy 
of their timings in the case of sevetal witnesses who passed thtough the

gate is open to signifìcant doubt, and in some cases it is questionable whethet

even the coffect day wete recalled.

33.3. Notwithstanding this difficulty, the evidence of so many witnesses petmits me to

reconstruct a chronological account, albeit incomplete, setting out when key

events probably happened.

34. Guard Duty

34.1. Despite the events of the previous evening Ms James paraded with eleven

rrainees ^t 06.30 hours for guard duty on Monday November 27 1'995. She

borrowed much of her kit: a combat jacket ftom Pte Miller, a jumper from Pte

,{.lison Shrtp and at the guard room Pte Nicola Mattinson lent het a waterptoof

jacket.

34.2. Some of her closest gidftiends were on the same guard shift and recalled that

despite limited sleep she seemed her usual self. Pte Slattery recalled her laughing

and giggling such that the Corporal told her to keep quiet. Pte Paul Arnold who

knew her to chat to stood directly behind Ms James and recalled that she was

laughing and messing about as usual. Pte Mattinson had never met Ms James

before but recalled het demeanour as fine and she was pleasant.

34.3. Trainees coming off parade noted nothing untou/ard. Pte Clarke saw het as he

came off his stag, and Pte Glen Rankin on the outgoing stag recalled she seemed

quite happy, not undet the influence of alcohol, but maybe quite tired.
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34.4. Pte CLa;lc Barnett on the previous shift was not one of Ms James' close gtoup

and had not been confided in about Ms James' love life, but was ftiendly with

the Engineefs at Gibraltat Barracks. She was "collated" by Ms James. She

seemed all right although Pte Barnett now, pethaps in hindsight, says she "saw

something in her eyes". Ms James asked Pte Barnett if she was around

afterwards. She either wanted to ask or tell het something. Pte Barnett had no

chance to discover why as there were people on the stairs. In her 2002

statemenr, she thought it unlikely this was to impart secrets or anything really

important.

34.5. Some of her gidfriends had discussions with and about Ms James that morning

regarding her iove life. Pte Fawcett remembeted people saying of ot to Ms

James that she was "^ slag". Pte Millet temembeted she and Ms James had a

quick talk about deciding between the two men. It was nothing Ms James

seemed massively worried about. The discussion was heated and not the

friendliest, but not an argument. Pte Miller said this was the same sott of
conversation they had been having for a couple of days. They agreed to talk

again at lunchtime.

34.6. Pte Fawcett told Ms James that she had to decide who she was going out with.

Ms James' response was basically "fuck off and mind your own business". Pte

Fawcett said she possibly had"a good go at" Ms James but Ms James would give

as good back. She told police in 2002 that Ms James shouted at a couple of the

girls. Pte Fawcett recalled the discussion being Ieft a stalemate and that after

shouting Ms James wâs not totally back to her full huppy self. Âs she left for her

gate there was still a little tension.

34.7. Pte Lisa Slattery recalled female trainees telling Ms James she should make up

her mind and was not being fau on the men. Pte Slattery's recall was that "slâg"

and expletives were used but that Ms James wâs not ovedy upset. She was

saying words to the effect of "shut up and leave me alone, I know I've got to do

it, I will do it when I'm ready, it will be my decision and no one else's." Pte

Slatery thought that Ms James was going to end her telationship with Pte

ìØilkinson. Pte Slattery was keen the extent of the discussion should not be

overplayed. She said "It was a group of 1.7 -year old girls talking about

boyfriends. It can be exaggerated but I wouldn't have said it was heated."
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35. Allocation of the gate

35.1. Ms James' posting was to the rear gate of the main bartacks at the Royal \X/ay

entrance - known as the Royal Way gate or A2A gate. ìThilst some witnesses

thought it had been allocated, the weight of evidence is that she probably

volunteered.

35.2. Ptes Presho, Hands and Mattinson recalled Ms James volunteering, and the RP

staff asking if she was okay with that. Pte Miller tecalled that Ms James

volunreered on the basis she was hung-over and it would be quiet. Pte ìTatboys

thought that Ms James volunteered, along with others, for the Royal tü/ay gate

because it was "one of [the] more interesting gâtes" and was "popular" due to its

proximity to the pande squâre and accommodation blocks. Pte Slattery

remembered thinking volunteering for the fìrst shift was sutprising as it meant

not being able to go back to sleep.

35.3. LCpl Neil Vousden, in charge of the allocation, explained that Ms James was

posted to the gate alone âs was routine. He was unâware the Rules fot Cattiage

of Arms precluded a lone female being allocated to that duty.

36.Issue of weapons

36.1,. At the guard room those going out on the ftst stâg were issued with and signed

for an SA80 rifle and rounds. The weapons were kept locked in the rear of the

guard room and all other rifles at the camp were secuted at the atmoury.

Soldiers had no access to weapons without permission.

36.2. LCp|Vousden descdbed how the weapons wete unlocked and issued, magazines

given separately and ten 5.56 NATO rounds were counted out individually. The

trainees' army number was recorded with the weapon and magazine number.

Each guard was required to sign and the record was courìtersigned. Rules of
engâgement were issued and the Guard Declaration Orders and allocation forms

signed. The sedal number of the weapon issued to Ms James was noted and she

signed for it just befote 07.00.

36.3. LCpl Vousden could not recall if he specifically reminded the tecruits that the

magazine should be in a pocket, but in any event, he said there would have been

no confusion as to what to do with the magazine. Not only was the standing
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instruction that the magazine should be off the rifle but the instructions

regarding arming state had not changed throughout Ms James' atmy service.

36.4.The instruction to keep the magazine off the rifle was not always obeyed. Pte

Fawcett described how when bored on a night guard duty she put the magaztne

on the rifle, put a round into the chamber and cocked their weapon. She had

taken the round out and fred the weapon. In the absence of a threat this would

have been a disciplinary offence. Pte Fawcett recalled doing this at night on A8

gate in paruculat which she said was quite isolated, could be quite lonely and was

eerie in the evening.

36.5. Such an action leaves a 'witness mark'on the tound where the fìting pin rests

against the percussion cap. Given the later discovery of 'witness marks' on a

total 1,3 of the 210 rounds available for issue in the guard room that day it seems

likely Pte Fawcett was not the only trainee who chambered a round since fust

issue for the guard on July 28 1,995. There is no positive evidence that Ms James

ever did this.

37. !¡t the gate

37.1,. There were diffedng recollections of how Ms James arived at the Royal \X/ay

gâre, on foot or in the lìP Land Rover. Pte Warboys recalls she and Ms James

walked to their posts, but she was going to the main camp g te 
^nd 

she would

have turned in the other direction on leaving the guard room and they could not

have walked far together. Nothing turns on how Ms James got to the Royal

Way gate, but given it was locked overnight and the trainee on the fìtst morning

shift was not given the key, it is more likely she rvent in a Land Rover with the

RP staff. This accords with the recollection of Pte Grady coming off night shift

who saw Ms James arrive .

37 .2. As to what transpired at the Royal Way gate during the test of the morning, the

picture is fragmentary. There was no requirement to keep a log of pâssage or use

CCTV cameras. It is impossible to reconstruct the exact order in which the

m^ny arrivals reached the gate. Very few could do any more than estimate their

arrival time. This is unsurprising as few had reason to check their watches and

many were not following their usual routines as this was â camp stand-down day.

Those who now say they can achieve greeLter precision are still hampered by ftst
seeking to recall this years later. Very few witnesses made statements in 1995

although those who did might be more 
^ccufate 

given how much closer this was

to events. Drawing together the evidence, however, does paint a broad picture.
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37.3. Intlally during the eady morning, the Royal ÏØay gate might have been opened

slightly later than the usual 07.00. Following its opening Ms James was sighted by

a number of people carrying out her guard duties as expected until at least one

and possibly two periods when the gate was unattended.

37.4.Due to the efforts of Surrey Police in2002/3 this Inquest was able to identi$'

and hear evidence from 21. witnesses who came to the Royal ìíay gate that

morning. It is likely several others who have not been identifìable at this

distance in time also came to the gate during the 90 minutes ot so that Ms James

was posted there.

38. Attendances at the gate

38.1. Two NCOs found the gate locked on arrival estimated at between 07.00 and

07.1,5. Both LCpl Alexander Campbell and Squadron Sgt Majot Vance Parker

found it closed with no one about, so drove to the main gate. Neithet âccount,

even if ascutate, is of great relevance. They refer to a time befote the gate was

unlocked by the RP staff, and hence must be before Ms James atrived.

38.2. Ms James was thereafter seen conducting her duties at the latge metal gates,

pushed back, at least on one side of the carÅageway, and controlling traffic by a

suiped barrier that could be raised and lowered.

38.3. Sgt Gavaghanrecalled walking through the gate in civilian clothes at about 07.30.

,\ female on guard did not ask for any identity. He said good morning, identified

himself as a sergeant, and continued on his way.

38.4. LCpl Tyron Bancroft made a full statement on the day of Ms James' death. He

said he had come through the lìoyal Way gate around 07.40 in civilian dtess.

The left gate was closed, the rþht open and the barier down, as he would

expect. He recognised the female guard who seemed happy and noticed nothing

unusual about her dress or weapon. -As a fotmer RP staff member it would have

been obvious to him were the magazine attached.

38.5. ìøO1 I(aten Loftus of 41. Transport Squadron had a routine of driving ftom

maried quarters through the gate at about 07.45. She waited in a queue to enter

and was 
^ware 

of the female guard being told off ptesumably for talking to a

boyfriend. A male then disappeared, although she did not see where. When she
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was checked greetings were exchanged and the female guard seemed serious,

consistent with being reprimanded.

38.6. Cpl Mark Fogarry came to work on foot thtough the woods. He would usually

leave home about 07.50 to open up ât 08.00. He had no detailed recollection but

thought he exchanged pleasantries with the female guard at the gate as he

showed his ID. ,{.s he went through he noticed a male on the right hand

foorpath approaching ftom about 30/40 metres. He was white, medium build,

in smart civilian clothing. In his 2003 statement he said he looked back and saw

them talking but he had no memory of this now. These timings ftom WOL

Loftus and Cpl Fogarty are impossible to reconcile if they are descdbing the

attendance at the gate of Pte \)Tilkinson.

38.7.Mr John Rowney, 
^ 

civilian driver with 41 Squadron, came forward only aftet

seeing a TV report in 2002. He recalled leaving 41 Squadron at about 07.55 to

pick up an offìcer at the Mess at the fat end of the barracks at 08.05. At the back

gare rhe guard was dealing with a couple of vehicles coming in. He recalled a

hnppy, jolly female. They shared a joke and he said he would be back shortly.

The offìcer was late and he waited for 15 minutes starting back at 08.20 or 08.25.

He found a queue of about eight vehicles and was told by a pedestrian of the

guard's death. His account to this Inquest had changed considetably ftom his

account to the police in 2002. He now recalled details no-one else has

mentioned, including a male standing dressed in a panchute regiment smock

when he frst passed through, and a number of others there. His memory,

becoming more detailed as time went on, is unlikely to be reliable.

38.8. RSM Paul Vernam had been in post 
^ 
m tter of weeks when Ms James died. He

is one of the few who has a recorded âccount of his timings much nearer the

events. At the BOI he estimated his arrival at the g te 
^t 

08.20. He did not

know MsJames but recalled having to give het a gentle remindet that she could

identi$' officers by the six numbers on their ID card and that she should have

added 'Sir' when she spoke to him. She saluted and he recalled again having to

correct her as there was no need fot her to salute an NCO. There was nothiflg

else remarkable about the interaction. He did not see any úainee in ciwies but

the,{.djutant, Capt Chades Whatoff, was at the gate behind him on his bicycle.

38.9. Capt Whatoff told the BOI in 1,996 that he had come through the gate between

08.15 and 08.20. He was not flow cleartf he was ina car or on a bicycle. He
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38.10

showed his ID to the female guard and noted nothing unusual nor did he see

anyone with her.

Staff Sgt Terence McEleavey the taining coordinator fot B Squadron, was lrl

regulat contâct with the recruits. He knew Pte James by name. In his 1995

statement he recorded that he arrived by cat at the g^te at about 08.30. Ms

James was "one of the characters who would speak to you" and said "Hi Staff'

andhad a brief word about her being back from Leconfield. She seemed huppy,

there was nothing untoward about her dress and he did not notice anyone else.

38.1,1. Pte Michelle Clarke could not recall when she came thtough the gate. However

in her 2002 statement she recalled walking out of the camp saying good morning

to Ms James at the Royal Way gate. She could not recall seeing anyone else

walking, driving or cycling towards her. ,\t the back of her mind she thought she

recalled hearing a single shot when she was at the top of the hill just prior to

turning off into the married quarters.

38.1,2

drove to the gate in the hope that it was open as he was starting lessons late thzt

morning. \X/hen he frst tried to recall the time fot his 2003 statement he

thought it was 08.30 or 08.35. ,{.lthough he noticed nothing unusual as he

presented his ID, WO1 Stephen Shaw (on the same run with him eadier) arrived

at the office in the School of Logistics fìve minutes later and commented thete

was no guard on the gate. \X/hen ìøO1 Rimmington explained he had seen a

youfig gid there, I7O1 Shaw phoned the Adiutant. Whilst WO1 Rimmington

accepted it was possible that his timings of 8.30 ot 08.35 were 5 - 10 minutes

our, he doubted this. He felt he had 
^ 

\rety good approximation of the timings.

He had reflected at the time and since that he might have been the last person to

see Ms James alive.

38.L3. Cpl Ian Wilkinson, a Mtlttary'Iraining Officer of NCOs, knew Ms James' only

by face. His first âccount tn 2003 described how he drove up to the gate and

saw no one on either side. He thought this probably 08.15, as he had to be at

work 08.30. Ms James appeared dressed correctly het rifle in the front slung

cantage position. He was satisfied the magazine was not on the rveapon

explaining it was "in his DNA" to notice what to look for on a young soldier.

He thought Ms James seemed upset and misetable and tried to cheer her up by

saying "it might nevef happen" and using his stock phrase "it's 
^ 

lovely day fot
the Cotps" but she just got on with her work. He saw no one else. He had

parked neâr the gym and within two minutes saw Sgt Philip \X/ood on his
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pushbike. Sgt \X/ood asked Cpt \X/ilkinson if he had seen anyone on the gate as

Sgt \X/ood had found it unattended. Cpl Wilkinson phoned the guardroom to

reporr rhis. He too wondered if he had been the last person to see Ms James

alive.

39. Pte Paul Wilkinson at the gate

39.1. Pte Paul \X/ilkinson provided statements in L995 anð gave evidence 
^t 

the initial

Inquest. He told this Inquest he now only had snippets of tecollection of events

rwenty yezLrs 
^go. 

He suffered some head injuries leading to shott term memory

loss playing rugby in 2003, could get confused and sometimes things did not

come acfoss âs wefe me nt.

39.2. On the morning of her death he discovered which gate Ms James was guarding

and set off to talk to her to fìnd out where he stood. He had a medical

appointment later that day and was in civilian clothes when he arrived at the gate

at about 07.30. He spoke to her fot about 45 minutes. He had the imptession

that Ms James was fine but a bit hung-ovet. His recollection was that he was

giving her an ultimatum, as he did not want to be messed about. He said he can

be quite forthrþht. He told her she should choose between him and Spt Carr-

Minns, and if she wanted to stay with Spr Carr-Minns, they could still be friends.

She said she did not want to be with Spr Carr-Minns and Pte \)íilkinson was

huppy. At this Inquest he did not tecall additionally complaining about what she

had said to Pte C^fier the night befote, although he accepted he had mentioned

this to the police tn 2003.

39.3. Pte \X/ilkinson knew he should not be at the gate so stayed out of sight, mostly in

the portacabin, whilst Ms James dealt with the arriving cars. He desctibed how

they spent some time cuddling and making plans to meet later after her second

guard shift.

39.4. She kept her rifle actoss herself on its webbing so as to deal with the cats. He

would have noticed had the magazine been fìtted to the weapon and everyone

knew guards should keep their magazine in thet pocket. Ms James' radio was on

the step outside the portâc abin, a standard habit, as it was annoying to keep it
cl-ipped on.

39.5. In his statements in November 1995 Pte Wilkinson said that Ms James jokingly

said that she was going to sit in the woods and let the ttaffìc enter the camp. He
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now had no recollection of saying this. This was not, on Pte \X/ilkinson's initial

account, coupled with any suggestion or threat of self-harm.

39.6.Pte Fawcem told the police in2002 that Pte Wilkinson told her that he left Ms

James sitting down without a care in the wodd. In het oral evidence in 201(r she

said that she now thought he had said Ms James was sitting by a ffee up the hill

up from the gate. Pte Wilkinson himself had no memory of saying something

like this but specifically said he did not see Ms James sitting down without het

rifle or sitting by a ttee.

39.7. Pte \X/ilkinson estimated he spent 45 minutes to an hour at the gate when an

offìcer on a bicycle told him to leave and "pretty much took (rim) to the

bartacks".

39.8. Major Peter Haris commanded A Squadton, and made a statement two days

after MsJames'death. He arrived at the rcx gate between 08.10 and 08.15 on

his bicycle, slightly late. The female guard was propedy dressed, with nothing

unusual about her weapon. As his I.D. was checked he was 
^'waLte 

of a young

man in civiLian clothes looking as if he was 'chatting het up'. He did not know at

the time that this was Pte \X/ilkinson. He said 'he was just passing'. Major Harris

told him to leave. He got back on his bike and went to wotk. He did not âccept

that he had escorted him 
^w^y, 

he said he expected the young man to act upon

his command and did not look back to check'

39.9. Pte \X/ilkinson's accounts at this Inquest and to Surtey Police during their 2002-

2003 investigation seven yearc after the events do not entirely al-ign with those of
Major Harris. However, Pte \X/ilkinson's contemporaneous âccounts 

^te
reconcilable with that of the Major. Some inconsistencies in honestly reported

recollections are to be expected and can be explained by the length of time

berween the events of 1,995, the taking of statements in 2002 and 2003, and this

Inquest. The difference between the current âccounts of Pte \X/ilkinson and

Major Harris ate of perception and memory. I prefet Pte \X/ilkinson's ftst
account; although he may have left the gate around the same time as Maior

Haris, he was not escorted a:way,

39.1,0. Pte \X/ilkinson when he gave his 1995 stâtement was not asked why he was ât the

g te. In his âccounts tn 2002 and 2003 he said a signifìcarfi p^tt of his

motivation was to raise with Ms James that what she had said to Pte Carter the

night be fore had been out of order. In his evidence to the Inquest Pte Wilkinson
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now remembered things differently and suggested that he went to sort things out

tegarding Spr Catt-Minns and to find out whete he stood.

39.11. Pte \X/ilkinson said that when he went back in to camp he met Pte Trearty and

others having a smoke. He recalled Pte Trearty saying he had ridden to the gate

to see Ms James who was not there. Pte Trearty told the Inquest that he did not

and had no reason to go to the gate. If he had he would have remembered. Pte

Trearty did not rccal| meeting Pte Wilkinson that morning, although neither did

he dismiss it as not having happened. He indicated his memory of this period in

his life was limited. Another soldier, Pte Shortt, did recall seeing Pte rX/ilkinson

and othets at the smoking area beside the accommodation ve4/ soon aftet the

ambulances arrived. He broke the news to Pte ìØilkinson of Ms James' death

which he received with total disbelief saying "Fuck off I have just seen her".

39.12. Obvious internal inconsistencies in the accounts of Pte Ïüilkinson over the years

I see as in the context of his youth, the traumatic impact of events, the passage

of time, his own personal circumstances and his subsequent brain injury. In

November 1.995, aged 1.7, he was a minot, alone and likely still to be extremely

shocked at Ms James' death. I do not accept the submission on behalf of Mt
and Mrs James that his differing accounts "di.y>la1 elemenÍs of carejhl rafting and

targeted e laboratioru". Pte \X/ilkinson appeated to be doing his best to assist me.

39.1,3. Before he gave his evidence to the Inquest I ruled that: "there i¡ no euidenæ lo

søþþort anlt at'casation, either oral or on the documents tba:far to place hin in lhe category of a

vtþecl". Having assessed his evidence my view temains the sâme. I understand

it to be endorsed by Mr and Mrs James whose written submissions to me include

"It i.¡ not sugesled þt the famiþ that lhere i.r tfficient euidencv îo reach an1 conclusion thaf

Paul ll/ilkin¡on caøsed or corulribated to M¡ Jamet' death, nor woald that be apþropriate or

/awfa/."

40. Absence from the gate

40.1. Pte Michelle Burgoyne of 41 Transport Regiment in het statement of 2003

recalls ¡ogging into the câmp by the back gate at around 07.10 when she did not

recall seeing anyone on guard duty. That evidence was first given eight years

after events and, as she declined to attend this hearing, it could not be tested.

Against that background little weight can be attached to her timings.
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40.2. Staff Sgt Robett Collard was running a course for Pioneers starting at 08.00 and

his routine was to open up 
^t 

07.30. He thought this day he was at the gate

between 07.00 to 07.05. As he approached, his was the only cat. He saw the

gate open, the barrier up and no one there. He drove through slowly and could

see no one in the portacabin. He decided to report matters to the guardroom.

Cpl Campbell of the IìP staff acknowledged it and other calls might have

reported the gate unmanned. However Cpl Campbell was imprecise in his

recollection of when these calls might have been made. Sgt Collatd did not try

to recall his own timings unttl 2002 and other evidence suggests he might be

mistaken, as the gate would only just have been unlocked by 07.00.

40.3. Cpl Matin Barrow said he walked through the open gate but noticed no one on

duty. His routine was to pass through about 03.00. He phoned the guardroom

to report the guard's absence and they said that they would see to it. WOl
Loftus recalled her civilian drivers ftom about 08.15 reporting no orie on guard

so she arúomzitJcally phoned the guatd room to tell them. She recalled them at

first doubting the 
^ccufz.cy 

of her messâge which might suggest that hers was

among the frst.

40.4. Capt BÅan Dixon now has no recollection of events but made ^ ne r

contempofaneous stâtement in 7995 and anothef in 2002. He wâs an

Instructional Officer and would open his building for the first lesson at 08.30.

He estimated he arrived at Royal 'Way gate at about 08.25 or a little latet, and

found the road barder taised but no sign of the guard. The road was empty and

he had passed no one driving toward the camp. On entering the hut he saw only

a cigarette packet. He looked bdefly in the arca and in the woods opposite

within the perimeter fence but found nothing. A civilian vehicle stopped behind

him. He drove to the guard room, and as he put it, "stuck his head in and told

them to sort it out". He continued to the Education Cenffe whete he still

arrived in time for 08.30.

40.5. Sgt Philip \X/ood normally cycled to work. He could not recall his artival tjme on

November 27 l¡ut said it might have been the 08.30 suggested by Cpl Wilkinson.

His only recollection was that the gâte was unguarded. He had a brief look then

carried on to the training wing some 100 metres from the gate and near to where

Cpl Wilkinson recalled them meeting. He opened up and phoned the guard

room speaking, he thought, to Cpl Campbell who said he was dealing with it. He

assumed he was not the first to report the matter.
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40.6. \)øO1 Stephen Shaw cycled through the unsupetvised gate between 08.15 and

08.30. He did not recall headng anything and could not remember if he

contacted the guard room, although it would have been his normal practice.

40.7. Staff Sgt \X/ayne Townsend cycled from Dettinget Bznacks at about 08.10

aiming to ardve ât 08.30 for a 09.00 class. He told me that he heard a shot as he

came down from the hill near Dettinger House. He said he arrived at the gate

about thiry seconds later to fìnd the gate open but the barrier down. \X/hilst the

actual time of his arrival at the gate was not tecorded by him until 2002 and so,

as with others, is open to distortion by the passage of time, he was very clear that

it was just half a minute from headng the shot before he teached the gate. There

is no reason to doubt his estimate.

40.8. Several others within the camp perimeter also recalled hearing a shot. Some

assumed it came from the fring r^nge. Howevet Pte lØatboys on duty at the

main gate said some people could pinpoint the shot as coming from the

petimeter.

40.9. The shot was audible to some in the guard room. Pte Fawcett recalled someone

from the front desk saying he had heard shots or a shot ftom the Royal \X/ay

gate. Pte Slattery was in the guatd room kitchen with Pte Miller when she heard

a single shot. They joked that Ms James had let off a round by accident. No one

thought it medted immediate investigation. Pte Slattery recalled five to ten

minutes later a call generated a fiz;nttc reaction. None of these witnesses gave 
^

precise time for the shot. However, their evidence is that it v/as a single shot.

40.1,0. Reaching the gate thirty seconds after hearing the shot Sgt Townsend sâw no

one in the vicinity not any guard on duty. He received no tesponse to his calling

out and a quick look in the portacabin and round the back revealed nothing.

The short time he took to rcach the gate afterhearine the shot strongly suggests

he was the first to approach the gate after Ms James' death.

40.1,1,. Sgt Townsend, concerned about securiry, went to the nearest phone in A
Squadron building and reported matters to the guard room and added that he

would go back and cover the gate. It is possible that some of those mentioned

above came through the unattended gate whilst he was away.

40.12. Sgt Townsend said he waited about 5 - 10 minutes at the gate. No one came

through and there was flo relief. He left and nng Sgt Pattetson at the guatd

room and told him in no uncertain terms "to get his arse into gear." He then
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saw a RP Land Rover going past. He did not return to the gate, and only later

learnt that there had been an incident.

40.1,3. A log sheet was started in the guardtoom records the time of a single call from

Sgt Townsend at 08.25. However, Lance Corporal Peckham who made this

entry said it was not 
^ 

contempofaneous or precise recording. LCpl Peckham

was ordered to complete the first few entries on this log in a single sitting, on the

direction of \X/O1 Vernam after Ms James had been found, at some time after

08.55.

41. Conclusion as to the time of death

41..1..Itis not possible to reconcile all timings and sightings of MsJames, nor would I
expect to do so. Most were estimates. Some of the divergence of timings might

be explained by Ms James leaving the gate on mofe than one occasion, but there

is no evidence to determine whether or not this probably happened rather than

the witnesses being mistaken about when they got to the gate. The clear thrust

of the evidence is that between 08.15 and08.25 MsJames left the gate for the

last time.

41.2. Similarly,itwill never be possible to know with cettainty when the shot that

killed Ms James was fired. The evidence suggests it was at about 08.25.

41..3. PC Stephen Hawkes, an MOD Policeman stationed at Pirbright, received a call

about 08.30 from the Deepcut guard room that a female soldier who was atmed

was missing from her post. His riming may not be accurate, but his account

suggests that whoever called him did not know that Ms James was dead.

41..4. Aguard missing fuom agâte u/as a significant security lapse and it is unsurprising

that officets and NCOs thought it worth reponing. There had probably been at

least one personal report of her absence and at least five persons including Sgt

Townsend made phone calls to the guard room. Those at the guatd room did

not immediately rea"ct or seek to establish Ms James' whereabouts before Sgt

Townsend ptovided the final catalyst at around 08.25.

41,.5.It v¡as unusual fot a guard to be missing when on duty and even more unusual

for two or three such calls to come in. Given the tesponsibility of those in the

guard room for security it is surprising there was no documentation of the

repeated calls. EaÃter action from the RP staff in re sponse to such a significant

absence would be expected, yet thete appeârs to have been a delayed and
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incoherent response despite security being the cote responsibility of the guatd

foom.

41.6. However, whilst it is possible some calls repotting het absence pteceded Ms

James' death, it would be speculative to suggest that more immediate action by

the RP staff could have altered the subsequent events.

42.Til'e discovery

42.1. LCpI Vousden sent to investigate Ms James' absence arrived in the Land Rover.

This was probably the vehicle seen heading to the gate by Sgt Townsend. He

found no-one, but a radio was in the cabin. LCpl Vousden then acted as guard

and checked the identifìcation of vehicles coming through the gate. He flagged

down LCpl Bancroft, who was leaving the camp, to help him look for Ms James.

They noticed a camouflaged jacket in the low shtubs outside the gate to the rþht
just into the tree line. LCpl Vousden approached Ms James and tried to take her

pulse. She lay on her right with â weapon lying alongside her, stock towards her

feet. He requested immediate attendance of his Sergeant on the radio.

42.2.LCpl Tyron Bancroft had eadier that morning seen Ms James on duty. In his

statement of Noveml>er 27 1995 he said that on the reverse joutney he was

flagged down by LCpl Vousden who pointed to the woods and said wotds to the

effect of "check on hef". He saw a watefproof jacket and the body. Ms James'

feet were up the slope, higher than het head, the weapon slightly lower down the

body. He moved her hood to check fot a pulse.

42.3. Majo.r Richard Simonds, the Deputy Chief of Staff, arrived on his bike. He gave

a statement on the day of Ms James' death and gave evidence to the BOI

describing his arrival at about 03.30. He remembered the time because of a TV

news progrâmme he had been viewing at home. It was not eadier than 08.30

and not much after 08.33. Once Ms James' body was pointed out, he could see

her in a direct line of sight fiom the gate. He asked for clothing to be moved so

that he could feel for a pulse. She was cleady beyond help.

42.4. Sgt Parterson arived and they awaited the emetgency services. LCpl Banctoft

operated a cordon on the married quarters side of the gate where he stayed until

relieved.
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42.5. Lance Corporal Mark Corbett anothet of the RP staff attended. LCpl Corbett is

a wholly discredited and unreliable witness. He has given multiple inconsistent

accounts before and during his evidence to this Inquest. He has admitted telling

lies about Ms James' death in the past and in the witness box he admitted he lied

on oath dudng his evidence. He could give no explanation for having told so

m îy different, sometimes bizate stories about the events.

42.6. He agreed that his most serious lie was his false claim that four Privates had

found Ms James having been sent out by him.

source of the câmp rumour that Ms James had

no truth in it. No ctedence c rL be given to

unless conoborated by reliable sources.

This lie is Jikely to

been found by a

any of LC

been the

Thete is
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P¡.nT 6: EvBNTS AT THE SCENE

43. The initial scene

43.1. The location where Ms James died is not in doubt. Ms James was lying just

within the treeline to the right of the gate looking outwards from the camp.

Her body was approximately 11 meres from the perimeter fence line and 19

merre s fiom the kerb. TheLt arcz- was lightly wooded with relatively limited

ground vegetation. The body was on the margins of the wooded atea.

43.2. One subject matter of proper inquiry is a contemporaneous police log entry

from November 27 1,995 of a rcport that "this female wa.r meant to be on guard

dalt at the rear of the ban'acks [ti{, ¡he wa¡ reported mi.r.ring on checking a room at the

rear ¡he ha¡ been þand, belieued a foxtrot" (a fatahty). This message has all the

dangers of multiple hearsay and misunderstanding. Any suggestion that it
reflects Ms James being found dead in the rcar room in the þortacabin at the

guard post and her body moved is unsupported by evidence. I fìnd this

messâge of no probative value .

43.3. ,\ number of witnesses ât the scene confìrmed that Ms James' body was visible

from the road and gate if one knew where to look. Âs she was found wearing

camouflaged clothing her body would not have been immediately obvious

once ofi the ground. She was not, however, hidden from view. Anyone

standing where her body was found would have been plainly visible from the

gate and the toad.

43.4. There is no evidence that Ms James' body was moved by those initially at the

scerre, other than for the legitimâte purposes of checking for a pulse and

identifying her. Photographs were taken before and after removal of the

weâpon, a task dictated by requirements of safety.

43.5. The magazine was fitted to Ms James' S,A.S0 rifle when she was found, and the

evidence of those frst on the scene is consistent with the position of the rifle

showtr in the initial scene photographs. It was by Ms James's side, muzzle

pointing to her head, her hands left above the tight, with the back of her nght

hand lying on the weâpon. There is no evidence ftom eye-witnesses or

photographs to suggest her clothing was unusually disturbed or her pockets

torn (indeed the scene photographs show her left bteast pocket to be open

and untorn).

43.6. MsJames had a large wound to the front dght hand side of her face, just to

the right of the bridge of her nose and in the right orbit. It was obvious that

she was dead.
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44. Attendees at the scene

44.1,. CAD records show emergency serwices called by Cpl Corbett from the guard

room 
^t08.44. 

The camp doctot and nurse also attended.

44.2. Nurse Catherine Smith was a civilian nursing sister at the medical centre. She

had made no statement at the time of Ms James' death but came forward to

Surey Police in 2002 after speaking to a journalist. She arrived at the scene

with her emergency equipment but was told she would not need it, as this was

a fataltty. She was the fìrst healthcare professional at the scene and it was

clear that Ms James was dead. She told the soldiers to await the doctor and

rhen returned to the Medical Centre. She was told the body had been found a

quarter of anhout eatlier and she described everyone in shock.

44.3. Sutrey A.mbulance Service received an emergency call at 08.48. The ftst
parameåic recorded his arival on scene at 08.55 and a second vehicle arived

about 09.00. Information about the incident was recorded on both ambulance

crews' report forms as 'query suicide'. There was no role for the ambulance

service who were stood down by the attending Police Inspector, and so left'

44.4. Dr McClenahan arrived at 09.00. She only touched MsJames to check for a

pulse . The ambulance log recorded her confirming Ms James' death at 09.00.

44.5. Dt McCle nahan said she only had a :vely bdef look at Ms James. In a

srarement made 
^t 

1.2.14 on November 27 1995 she recorded that she did not

notice any soiling at the wound site. It seems that either her view of the

wound was very cursoqy or her recollection of the wound immediately

impoverished, as in that sâme statement she aiso tecorded, inaccuately, that

the wound was to Ms James' tight temple.

44.6. Dr McCle nahan did not tecognise Ms James. A formal identification was

made over ân hour later by Sgt McEleavey.

45. Surrey Police arrival

45.1,. PC ,{.nne Pheby was one of the ftst civilian police officers to ardve. \X/ith a

colleague ar the guard room before 09.00 she was informed the body had been

by found by LCpl Vousden. \X/ith blue police tâpe, as the photographs show,
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they made a cordon and crcated an access route to the body. The RP staff

posted male trainees on the toad to stop ftaffic apptoaching the gate.

45.2. PC Pheby started a scene log, later maintained by her colleague PC Rowan-

Smith. In contrast to the retrospective RP staff log, this meticulous

contemporâneous record is likely to be 
^ccùr^te, 

and is to be preferred where

there is any discrepancy.

45.3. Ât 09.01 Mr Robert Rumbold the Surrey Coronet's Offìcer was notifìed of the

death and the police log records his arrival at 09.48. Others from Suttey

Police and the RMP were also arriving.

45.4. Inspector Michael Day was the Police Dury Inspector. A unifotmed ofûcer of
twenty-five years standing, he had no experience of a suspicious death. He

arrived at09.04, met PC Pheby and PC Rowan-Smith, went to the location

and stayed outside the cordon so as not to contaminate the scene.

45.5. PC Hawkes and PC Paul Davidson of the MOD Police based at Pirbright

arrived. Surey Poüce and numerous army personnel were already present.

In his frst statement in 2002, PC Hawkes recorded that he walked to within

three to four feet of the body. He recognised Ms James as a recruit ftom
Pirbright and noted "powdet butns to the nght side of her f^ce". Asked for

more detail in a statement seven months later he said: "the black mark round

her eye was black powdery substance that gave the appear^nce of being

powdet burn". PC Davidson who was with him had no recall of seeing any

wound.

4s.6

45.7. PC Hawkes, courtesy of a discussion between RMP and Surrey Police, knew it
was thought that Ms James had taken her life. As she was a soldier and the

death was at the camp, RMP would deal with the enquiries. The MOD police

officers left at about 09.1.6.

45.8. PC Pheby and a colleague went to Ms James' accommodation block about

09.35. PC Pheby looked unsuccessfully for a suicide note although she found

a bag containing personal lettets which have been made avatlal¡le to the

Inquest.

46. The SIB

46.1,. At 09.22 Sgt Michael Harison and his colleagues arrived from the Special

Investìgations Branch (the SIB) of the Royal Military Police at Aldershot. Sgt
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Hanison spoke to Inspector Day and offered his services âs they awaited the

anival of the CID and the Coroner's Offìcer. Sgt Hatrison wâs a qualifìed

Scenes of Crime Officer and investi g tot. He had his camera and so although

Inspecror Day had requested a civtl police photographer this tequest was

cancelle d at 09.46 because a mllttary photographer was at the scefle .

46.2. Sgt Harrison was assisted in giving his evidence by his contemporarleous notes

and diary report, and he had a reasonable recollection of Ms James' case. He

recalled a general conversation at the scene with the civil police and the

Coroner's Offìcer regarding the circumstânces not seeming suspicious. Mr

Rumbold was an extremely experienced Coroner's Officer, and the scene did

not appear suspicious to him.

46.3. Sgt Harrison did not challenge the idea of self-inflicted death, as thete was

norhing suspicious about the scene or ânything that jumped out at him. To

him "it was the opposite of conttived". He saw no sþ of a sttuggle and

norhing ro suggest Ms James had died elsewhere. The outcome of the

combined discussions was âgreement that Surrey Police would not take any

further action, and the SIB would lead the investigation. At 10.30 Sgt

Harison recorded in his notes 'Jarisdiction handed ouer lo us b1 the duilian þolice and

Coroner.tt

46.4. Inspector Day confirmed there was no dissent from the view that it was not 
^

suspicious scene, and told me âs a result he made a decision that the civilian

police would not take primacy. He left matters as a Coronial investigation

with the support of the Military PoLice and army staff, who would have better

access for the follow up investigations.

46.5. Sgt Harrison appreciated that Surrey Police had subsequently apologized for

nor raking primacy, and accepted that he should have ensured a full scientifìc

examination, but said he was ready and willing to assist and he did his best to

record and inve stigãte'tmp^ttially on behalf of the Cotoner.

46.(). Sgt Harrison photographed the scene and drew a sketch plan with

measurements. As far as he knew no one had touched the weapon and he

presumed that it was live.

46.7. His photograph of Ms James' left hand shows altnear mark. He had no

recollection of thinking about any need to photograph gunshot residue as

there was aheady an assumption about the type of inquiry. He said he was

probably more focused on recording the scene. Sgt Hatrison had teceived

gunshot residue himself when fìring weapons, so was aware of it. He thought

the wound a classic close contact shot with a flash eliminator to the skin with
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46.8.

46.9.

46.1,0.

46.1,1,.

46.1.2.

charÅng, and looking back he thought there was gunshot residue because of
the blacking and dark colouration atound the wound.

The Armourer, LCpl Michael Burrows, attived at 09.55 but had to wait until

the fìrst round of photognphy was finished. At 1'0.1'7 he approached Ms

James' body, lying on its right. Âlthough more concerned with making safe

the weapon, he believed there were black markings around het right eye

socket. Hts 2002 stâtement said "there appeated to be powdet burns around

the nght side of her nose by the nght eye socket" but he acknowledged that he

was not a gunshot residue or bali-istics expert.

LCpl Burrows could see the safety catch of the SA80 was orl 'fìre', the

magazine fìtted and the selectot lever was on repetition. This was consistent

with a round having being fted and meant that the weapon was ready to fte
again without fe-cocking. He removed the magazine, finding eight rounds and

ejected a ninth round in the chambet. He handed these to Sgt Harison. He

noted the weapon had the corect webbing attached which enabled it to be

slung across the chest leaving both hands free.

LCpl Burrows later thoroughly checked the rveapon, finding no faults with it
and recorded its unique serial number. In due course it was stripped, cleaned

and reconditioned.

Sgt David Norton was an ammunition technician in the Explosive Otdnance

Disposal Regiment. One of his roles was to check and report any ammunition

accidents or failures and suggest measures that might prevent any recurrence.

He was very famiJiar with the SA80 and its use. He atrived about 10J,4 hours

by which time there v/ere a significant number of vehicles and people at the

scene. He was briefed by the SIB and the Surrey Police and escorted to the

body.

He said he looked closely at the weapon, noted the location of the wound to

the head and blackening around the wound, which to him looked like powder,

although whether from powder butns from the gun of bruising he did not

know. Nothing raised his suspicions that the incident was othet than self-

infliction. He believed he saw the weapon in its original position and nothing

sttuck him as stfange. What did, was that thete was no exit wound, although

later an experienced senior NCO colleague explained how this might be given

the tendency of the 5.56 round to fragment.
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47. The search for the cartridge

47.1,. The search for a spent cartridge was not easy given the type of undergrowth.

In Sgt Norton's considerable experience of having fted more than 10,000

rounds from an 5,4.80 and watched others, the ejection range when the

shooter was standing wâs typically between 2.5 and 5 mette s.

47.2. At 1,0.44 undertakers arived to remo\¡e Ms James' body and aftet this the

cartridge case was found. Sgt Harison photographed the fìnding place, which

wâs rwo merres fiom where the body had lain, uphill and to the right of where

Ms James' feet had been.

47.3. Cpl Steven Davies of the SIB was a trainee. He described people moving the

undergrowth like looking for a lost ball. Sgt Harrison descdbed the moving of
bracken with feet or hands. Those involved generally accepted that the spent

cârtridge could have been moved, but not any significant distance given the

nature of the wooded gtound.

47.4. Sgt Norton found the identification matks on the cartridge showed it to be

from the same batch as the rounds in the magazine, and in the guard room,

although a number given to many thousands of tounds. It was opetations

stock and different from that used fot training.

47.5. Sgt Norton also noted the 'witness mark' caused by the fìring pin testing

against the base of the round wrthin the chambet as expected. \X/hat was not

expected was one of the other eight rounds also having a witness mark which

meant that a weapon had been 'made rcady'with that tound. To chamber a

round would go against standing orders and procedures unless under threat,

and if discovered without reason or recotding in the occurrence book, should

have been dealt with very fìrmly. This led Sgt Norton to check all2L0 rounds

avallable for issue in the guard room. He found twelve exhibited witness

marks. This was a concern as thete was no good explanation, and the witness

marks had not been picked up by the guard staff. Thete appeated to him no

system to prevent or detect inapptoptiate making rcady of weapons'

47.6. On November 30 1995 Sgt Norton's report tecorded the thirteen examples of
chambering. His recommendation was that each sentry post where

ammunition was issued should be double-manned or, where possible, no

ammunition issued unless absolutely necessary.

47.7. SgtHardson exhibited the S,\80 tifle, an SA80 magazine, eight 5.56 rounds, a

single round, a spent 5.56 empty case, and a blue betet. In due coutse he
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received from the civil poJice a bag of personal cortespondence tecoveted

ftom MsJames'room.

48. Absence of scientific analysis of the scene

48.1. It is clear that although some steps were taken to limit disturbance at the

48.2. Almost ftom the outset the assumption by membets of
pubJic services who attended was that this was a

assumption clearþ coloued the subsequent

evidence.

scene, it was not treated as a scene of a crime might

or subject to any scientific testing.

be. It was not

ln This

collection of

s's death was 'non-
from others, not on

frankly accepted that

As Inspector Day said:

been, ot had I had to make that

taken a diffetent course of action."

the

48.3. Inspectot Day acknowledged that his

suspicious' was based on assumption

his independent investigation. He

there should have been a full
"Hindsight is a wondetful
decision again,I would

and

and

1t

J
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PART 7: IWVNSTIGATIONS A¡TNN EVENTS

49. Introduction

49.1.. The adequacy of the previous investigations is not within the scope of the Inquest.

Nevertheless, I mention them briefly because they generated the vast majority of
the evidence upon which this Inquest, twenty years after MsJames'death, has had

to rely. The evidence I heatd has to be assessed bearing in mind the context of
how it came into existence.

50. The post-mortem examination

50.1. The post-mortem examination was on November 28'1.995 carÅed out at Fdmley

Park Hospital in Surrey by Dr Christopher Smith, MA MBBS MRC Path,

consultant histopathologist. In attendance were Sgt Hartison, Mt Rumbold, Cpl

Davies, LCpl Lisa Dean of the SIB, RSM Gerald Kelly, and the mortuâry

technician, Mr John Robinson. All gave statements to the Surey Police

reinvestigation and in addition to Dr Smith's post-mortem report which he

dictated at the time, Sgt Harrison made and kept his own contempofaneous notes.

50.2. The examination, which took about an hour, was a standard coroner's âutopsy.

Dr Smith asked both the Coroner's Officer and the membets of the military police

present to clari$r why he, râther than a fotensic pathologist, was being asked to

conduct the autopsy, as he felt a forensic examination might be appropriate. He

was told the investigatton at the scene had led investigators to believe this was

suicide without evidence to suggest that anybody else had been involved.

50.3. It was very thorough. Both Dr Cary and Ptof Pounder, forensic pathologists

commenting twenty years later, considered it well above the standard of a routine

coroner's autopsy. No criticism cân be made of Dr Smith who did what he was

instrucred to do professionally and propedy. Howevet, this was his first autopsy

of a person killed by discharge of a rifle and he had little experience of gunshot

wounds. It is regrettable that a more detailed forensic autopsy was not requested.

50.4. Dr Smith recorded no signs of assault by a third p^tq, and no evidence of
significant na:lual disease. A large gaping wound in the ceritre of the head

involved the root of the nose inferiody, the medial aspects of both orbits and the

fuontal bones. The wound measuted 6.5 x 5.5 cm in breadth.
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50.5. Internally there was extensive disruption of the calvarium and base of the skull,

with burst fractures of most sutures and irregular fractures through both parietal

and occipital bones. The brain was extensively disrupted. There was no exit

wound âpparent on examination or visible on the four photographs taken during

the autopsy.

50.6. A magnetic metal head of a bullet was embedded in the postetior portion of the

right cerebral hemisphere and multiple irregular fragments of metal bullet

component v/ere disributed within the posterior fossa. The bullet fragments

v/ere not retained, Sgt Harrison could not now tecall why, but suspected it was

because it was assumed they were from a 5.56 tound. Certainly no one thought

this needed direct scientifìc confrmation. Sgt Harrison agreed, in hindsight, that

they should have been kept.

50.7. The câuse of death was recorded by Dr Smith as "1(a) Gunshot wound to the

head"

50.8. Blood samples taken at autopsy wete later repotted as negative fot alcohol and

commonly abused drugs. Mr Humphrey, the forensic scientist who examined the

samples later explained, in þns 2002 statemerit, that depending upon tolerance,

about nine houts between last consumption of alcohol and death would be

sufûcient for alcohol to have been broken down and eliminated. Hence it was

possible for Ms James to have appeared dtunk the evening before yet have 
^ 

zero

blood alcohol level at her death.

50.9. Dr Smith did not record the presence of soot, propellant, black charing or dark

markings on the body. As his memory of the examination was not fresh, he

initially suggested to this Inquest that no inference could be drawn from the fact

that soot was not mentioned. He later stated, however, that if he had seen

something he was confident was soot then it would have found its way into his

report, although he could not say he would have mentioned searing of the skin.

50.10. In his contemporaneous notes, Sgt Harrison tecorded under 'extetnal

observations' 'ßlac,ë charring or maþ.e up below right e1e". He could not now recall

whether Dr Smith dictated this, as his written notes were a combination of Dr
Smith's dictation and his own observation. He stated that this tecotd was

consistent with his recollection of charring on Ms James's body at the scene.
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50.11. Cpl Davies remembered LCpl Dean pointing out powder tha,t looked similar to

mascarl- on Ms James' eyelashes and a line of powder tound her cheekbones like

m scâta which had run. He said this they could all see. He did not recall the

term þunshot residue' used and he could not say that it was residue or not as no

chemical testing of the black powder was done. Thete was discussion of the topic

back at Aldershot, and in hindsight Cpl Davies thought it gunshot residue.

50.1.2. The Coroner's Offìcer Mr Rumbold had no real recollection of the autopsy. He

could not recall considering gunshot residue but it was not his expertise and

would have relied on others. He did not recall masc f^ being mentioned.

50.13. During rhe autopsy Cpt Davies seatched Ms James' clothing and found nothing of
signifìcance. Sgt Harison's note tecorded that some items were left at the

hospital for incineration and other items were retained as petsonal effects. No

te sting was done on any of Ms James' clothing.

51. SIB investigation and photographs

51,.1.. On November 29 the SIB RMP Initial Case lleport submitted by Major

Wooldridge recorded Ms James' death a 'suspected suicide' and indicated that

'foul play is not suspected'. The investigation of the death continued by the SIB

wâs not aimed at establishing whether there had been the commission of any

offence. The SIB's role was seen as to assist the Coroner by tecording witness

stâtements from unit pemonnel to be submitted to the Coroner. The assumption

remained that Ms James' death was self-inflicted and non-suspicious. Sgt Hardson

said: "We were not dealing with a full criminal inquiry, it was more coronial and I

suppose unfortunately it was based on assumptions of wh athad happened."

51,.2. Sgt Harison continued his enquiries as main investigator and kept rough notes of
the inform aaon that was gathered. Those notes were available to this inquest. Sgt

Hardson took statements from those he undetstood to be ptimary witnesses'

Fourteen witness statements wete obtained in addition to those of the RMP

investigators and sent with the photographs to the Cotoner's Office on December

1,4 1.995. On December 18 the SIB was given the indication that no futther

evidence was required by the Coronet'
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51.3. As a result of the assumption that this was self-harmand the approach adopted,

basic and important steps to pfotect of pfeserve evidence wefe not taken. Most

significantly:

. neither the scene nor Ms James' body was scientifically investigated on

discovery of the death;

. no ballistics testing was undertaken to establish whethet the cartridge

tecoveted had been fìred by Ms James' rifle;

' there was no fotensic post mortem;
. there was no detailed recording of the obsen'ed presence or absence of

gunshot tesidue;

' thete was no testing for gunshot residue;

. fecovefed bullet fragments ftom the post-moftem wefe not pfeserved;

' Ms James' clothes wete le ft to be incinetated without testing;

' no documents wete seized from the guard room;

. there was no immediate attempt to draw up a comptehensive time line of

sightings of Ms James and the passage of people through the gate whilst

that evidence wâs fresh in people's minds.

51.4. This has left unânswered questions, which has understandably fuelled speculation

as to how Ms James died. In the absence of direct scientific evidence on key

mamers experrs have had to form their opinions without all the information they

would normally expect to have had available to them. I have kept this

disadvantage at the forefront of my mind.

52. The Inquest

52.1.. A Coroner's Inquest on December 21, 1,995,Iess than a month after Ms James'

death, heard oral evidence ftom Mr James, Pte Millet, Pte \X/ilkinson, LCpl

Vousden, Major Gascoigne and Sgt Harrison. ,tftet a brtef hearing the Cotoner

concluded there was no evidence that any other person caused the death and did

not fìnd accident was a likely explanation. However, he did not fìnd suicide

ptoved to the criminal standatd and returned an open verdict.

52.2.This present Inquest follows the quashing by the High Court in201'4 of the first

Inquest on the grounds of insufficiency of inquiry.l

1 lane¡ u HM Coruner Stry [2014] Inquest LR 207
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53. Army investigations

53.1. In the aftermath of MsJames'death thete were two investigations by the Âtmy

53.2. Brtgadier Evans' review of Phase 2 traintng at Deepcut, was aimed at identi$ring

any undedying reasons for the suicides of Ms James and Pte Benton. It reported

on December 141,995 and focused on shortcomings in the regime at Deepcut and

the management of Phase 2 tainees rather than the facts of Pte Benton's or Ms

James' death. It generated no new factual evidence relevant to events of

November 27 1,995, although several shottcomings were identified by Bngadier

Evans who made recommendations for change.

53.3. The only other contemporary investigation featuring live evidence from witnesses

u/as the ,{.rmy's BOI in January 1996. Evidence wâs heard ftom eleven witnesses

including all those army witnesses who had given evidence at the Inquest.

Although no transcript was made, the short notes of the evidence wete available

to this Inquest. The BOI report recorntnended a radícal review of Phase 2

training and concluded that Ms James'had shot herself.

54. Surrey Police

54.1,. In 2002 followtng two further deaths of ttainees at Deepcut, Surrey Police opened

an investigation into all four deaths. This lasted from July 2002 to September

2003. The vast majority of evidence heatd at this Inquest arises ftom matetial

then gathered and genetated.

54.2. The passage of time between the Surey Police investigation and the death

precluded remedying the limitations of the original investigations. Ân unusual

feafixe of this case is that much of the evidence gathered long after events was in

the shadow of assurance or assumption that Ms James had committed suicide.

54.3. As Mr and Mrs James remind me, material consistent with a preconceived notion

of suicide has taken greater prominence. The tequirement for witnesses to recall

events ovef twenty yeafs ago tn oral evidence led to a heavy reliance on witness

statements, but the acclracy and teliability of those statements - many not made

until seven yearc aftet the events - cannot be presumed. This and the extent to
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which preconceptions may have tainted the evide nce aÍe risks that I have in mind

when assessing the evidence.

54.4. The parhology and ballistics experts consulted by Surrey Police have been

availal:,le to assist me alongside the two expefts insttucted afresh.

54.5. Mr David Pryor had 44 years' relevant ballistic expetience derived in patt ftom

InqandAfghanistan. Dr Rouse has been a Home Offìce pathologist for 28 years.

In the mid-1990s, he was seeing a shooting case a day. He also has valuable Gulf

War experience with high velocity weapons.

54.6. Surrey Police also commissioned reports ftom the Bundeskriminalamt (BI(A), the

German Federal Police's Investigatory body, addressing ballistics issues in respect

of all fout Deepcut ttainees' deaths.

54.7 . The BKA reports and cortespondence were co-authored by their team including

Dr Bernd Salziget and Dr Ruprecht Nennsteil. The BI(,\ also sought expert

forensic pathology assistance ftom Ptofessor Urban.

54.8. Whilst there has been some criticism on behalf of Mr and Mts James of how

Surey Police's insuuctions to BIC{ developed, I am satisfied the scientists at

BKA were acting independently and objectively in conducting their

experimentation and reporting. I am extremely gtateful to Dr Salziget and his

colleagues Dr Thomas Liebscher and Dt Ludwig Niewoehner for agreeing to

provide oral evidence and fot the assistance that they have given me.

55. The Blake Review

55.1. Following the conclusion of the Suttey Police re-investigation the government

appointed Nicholas Blake QC, nov/ Mr Justice Blake, to investigate the

circumstances of all four deaths at Deepcut in his Deeþcøt ITeuiew published in

March 2006. This review wâs comprehensive and wide-ranging and identifìed

very many of the concerns and shortcomings in the operation of Deepcut

Barracks about which I have dr.eady spoken. It also generated further evidence

used at this Inquest in the form of interviews with the chain of command.
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56. New evidence at this Inquest

56.1. Whilst the majority of the witnesses I heatd wete identified through the Suttey

Po[ce investigation, a number of additional people have come forwatd to the

Inquest with general information about Deepcut and theit own experiences. I am

very grateful to all who have offered their help. In most câses the information

offered fell outside the scope of this inquest and there was agreement that these

potential v¡itness need not be called. Fout of those new witnesses had

information relevant to the facts of Ms James' death which fell within the scope of
the inquest, and their evidence has been heard. Only one witness of fact declined

to give oral evidence, so that evidence was read'

56.2. tror my investigation and Inquest two further expefts wefe commissioned to

fepoft. Dr Nat Caty MA MD MBBS FRCPath DMJ@ath) FFFLM has been a

Home Offìce forensic pathologist for 23 years. He has longstanding fìreatms

expertise, including recently examination of the terrorist shootings in Sousse,

Tunisia and at In Amenas, Âlgeria. He oversaw the exhumation of Ms James in

,{.ugust 201.5 and conducted the exhumation autopsy.

56.3. Ms Ann I(ernan BSc (Hons) MSc has been a forensic scientist since 2001,

specialising in fìrearms since 2003. She has extensive expetience with military

rifles and ammunition, and has attended many post-mortems following deaths

from high-velociry dfles. She has been involved in the investigation of a number

of cases of gunshot wounds to the head from 5.56 rounds. Although ballistics

testing had akeady been carried out by BKA she conducted further

experimentation 
^t 

rny reque st. Each of her repotts has been peet reviewed by Dr

Mark Robinson.

56.4. From a booklet of photographs by Sgt Hatrison at the scene and the post-mortem

in 7995 some of the original negatives were used by specialist medical

phorographers to produce the best possible digital enhancements and obtain the

clearest image.

56.5. I heard the evidence of the experts at the conclusion of the inquest (with the

exception of the German BKÂ experts who wete heard via video link at a time

convenient to them). This had the 
^dvantz;ge 

of my hearing the views of the

various experts against a background of tested factual evidence. The expetts

included Professor Derick Pounder MB ChIl FRCPA, a forensic pathologist
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instructed on behalf of Mr and Mrs James. Prof Pounder is Ptofessor Emeritus of
Forensic Medicine with extensive interna:dLonal experience. He was given âccess

to all materials and attended the site visit to Deepcut which I undettook, with all

the legal teâms, in December2075.

56.6. That site visit helped me understand the layout of Deepcut camp and in particular

that the Royal ITay gate \¡¡as not remote ot a secluded place, but was visible and

accessibie from the camp within direct sight of the trainees' accommodation and

the parade ground.

56.7. Shottly befote the inquest heatings in February Ms I{iernan up

experiments. The Getman experts v¡ere asked by me report

commenting in more detail on ptojectile deflection after had

been concluded. Some criticism was levelled by Mr at Ms Kietnan

(atthough not at BI(A) for conducting these thout dir"ect

insttuctions to do so, but I am satisfied this was step and provided

useful matenal in a specialised arca. helped me in

considering what could be observed in the of the face, as well as with

the explanation of the failute of the

head.

the back of Ms James'

56.8. A joint expett meeting on between Dr Cary, Ptof Poundet and

Ms Kiernan clatified and dispute. Ms I(iernan had not been

able to view the and Prof Poundet and Dr Cary had not

had ptoper her most recerit testing, so some aspects of
after thatmeeting.their opinions
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PART 8: CONCTUSION AS TO THB DBNITT

57. The medical cause of death

57.1..There is no question as to the medical cause of MsJames'death. Natutally

occurring disease was ruled out and the evidence of a gunshot having

disrupted the brain and caused widesptead fragmentation of the skull is

indisputable.

57 .2. If funher con{ìrmation were needed, Dr Cary and Prof Pounder agteed that

their fìndings at the post exhumation autopsy were consistent with death

from a single high velocity gunshot wound with enult in the uppet face.

Their re-examination confirmed there was no identifìable gun shot entry

wound to the back of the head, nor àîy identifìable exit wound. The

inference was that the bullet's tta;iectory was front to back.

57.3.I fìnd that the cause of Ms James' death was: 1(a) gunshot wound to the

head.

57.4. I have nor adopted the more descriptive fotmulation suggested by Prof

Pounder of 'a high velocity gunshot wound to the head' because my findings

in box 3 of the Record of Inquest will make cleat the type of weapon that I

find was used.

58. The law regarding conclusions as to the death

58.1. \øhilst there is no statutory requirement to teach any short form conclusion at

an inquest, the Chief Coroner's Guidance Number L7 on Conclusions is clear

that:

"Wherever possible coroners should conclude with a short-form conclusion.

This has the advantage of being simple, accessible for bereaved families and

public alike, and also clear for statistical purposes" [5201

58.2.I 
^gree. 

Furthermore, thzLt advice is particulady apposite where, as here, the

wider public interest sits within the context of intense media focus upon

Deepcut. Such a case requires a comprehensive, clear auditable conclusion not

only fot the bereaved, but also as 
^ 

matter of public recotd.
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58.3. I have been reminded by counsel for the interested persons that a shott fotm

conclusion can be combined with a narcatlve conclusion. I agree, and shall do

so. Those representing Mr and Mts James also urge me to return a short form

within a nanative which also addresses systemic failings.

58.4. There are three contexts in which a traditional shott form conclusion might be

returned following death from a gunshot wound: killing by another, self-

infliction and following 
^n 

accident in either scenario. I have therefore

considered all the evidence with those three contexts in mind.

58.5. Before coming to my conclusion I have reminded myself of the law which has

been so helpfully set out in the comprehensive oral and written submissions on

behalf of all rhe interested persons and by Counsel to the Inquest. There is

very little difference between the interested persons as to the legal position in

respect of short form conclusions; it is tegarding the application of the law to

the facts where the submissions differ. In the light of the agreement on the

core legal principles, I need only set out the Legal framewotk in outline.

58.6. Conclusions requiring the highest standard of ptoo{ unlawful killing and

suicide, must be considered before others.

58.7. A short form conclusion of unlawful killing by another person must be ptoved

to the higher criminal standard. No interested person has suggested that there

is evidence upon which I could find beyond reasonable doubt that Ms James

was unlawfully killed. I agree.

58.8. The principles to be applied to sufficiency of evidence wete formulated in R u

Galbraitbtwith a later coronial gloss put on the Galbraith test in Douglat-

ll/i//iams.2 When I ask myself whethet thete is sufficient evidence on which I

could propedy rcach a conclusion of unlawful killing and in addition, whethet I
am satisfìed it would be safe to return such a conclusion, the only answer on

the evidence I have heard is 'No'. Whilst there is no dissent from that

proposition by any interested person, those actTng on behalf of Mr and Mrs

James still utge me to accept that Ms James was not killed by a near contâct

shot. That I considet in some detail later.

58.9. To return a conclusion of suicide the act and the intent must be established

beyond reasonable doubt. I must be satisfìed so that I am sure thât the

t ltlat; 73 Cr AppP.1.24,cA
2 R u Inner Soath Lnndon Coroner, ex þartc Douglat-l{/illiant [1'999) 1 All ER 344
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deceased deliberately and voluntarily did the act which caused her death and

did so with the intent of taking her own life. Suicide can only be the

conclusion after other possible alternatives have been excluded. It must not be

presumed simply because it seems a likely, or the most likely, explanation. The

case of Ienkin¡ u I-LfuI Coroner teminds me thât

a Coroner must:

'be sure that every other alternative had been excluded by the evidence; in a

circumstantial case, ... lit is] not permissible to fill in gaps in the evidence...

and:

... lthere is] an important difference between speculation and the drawing of

an inference which excluded all other reasonablepossibilities.'

58.10. A Coroner must exclude the possibiliry that the death was a result of some

unexplained accident. PerLordWidgery CJ tn Ex Parte Barbera

"lf a person dies a violent death, the possibility of suicide may be there for all

to see, but it must not be presumed because it seems on the face of it to be a

likely explanation. Suicide must be proved by evidence and, if it is not proved

by evidence, it is the duty of the coroner not to find suicide but to find an

open verdict."

58.11. ìThilst intent to die must be established to the required standatd there is no

requirement fot a Coroner to determine why a person killed hetself. Evidence

of motive (in particular where notes ate left) might assist in detetmining intent,

but the Coroner is not obliged to discern (still less be sure of) reason or motive

undedying the deceased's action and intention. I agree with the submission

from the MOD that, on appropriate facts, a Coroner can be sure the death was

self-inflicted and sure the deceased intended to take her life, but less than sute

(or even unclear) what had led her to do so.

58.12. Evidence of intention to die can lie within the circumstances of and leading up

ro the death as well as by the means of achieving it. For deaths self-inflicted,

the more obviously lethal the means, the more the circumstânces may support

the inference of an intention to take life. I accept the submissions of Surrey

3 [2012] Inquest LR 97 at $29.
41197511 WLR 1310 at 51313.
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Police, drawing on authotities from the criminal jurisdiction, that whete

specifìc intention must be found:

. Foresight of consequences can be evidence of intent, but no more;

. Probability of result can be critical in detetmining whether the result were

intended: the greater the probability of the consequence the more likely it
was foreseen; and if it was foreseen, the more likely it was intended.s

58.13. There is, however, no presumption within the criminal law that a person

intended or foresaw the natunl consequences of her act.6 A Coroner should

approach the decision as to whether a deceased intended or foresaw a fatal

outcome by reference to all the evidence, drawing such inferences from the

evidence as appeat proper in the circumstances.

58.1,4. If I am satisfìed of the elements of suicide on the balance of ptobabilities but

not to the required standatd of proof, an open conclusion must follow. The

Chief Coroner's guidance suggests reasoned explanation of why suicide was

not proved.

58.15. The standard of proof for a finding of accidental death is the lowet civil

standard, the balance of probabilities. It is common ground between all

interested persons that Counsel to the Inquest is corect in submitting that it
would be unsafe on a Galbraith plus basis to return a conclusion suggesting

accident.7 While suggesting that accident could not be excluded as 
^

possibility, leading counsel for Mr and Mrs James accepted in her oral closing

submissions that there is insufficient evidence for me propetþ to conclude on

the balance of probabilities, that this death was an accident. I agree.

58.16. However, whether this death were posslbly accidental must form part of my

consideration of suicide, a conclusion open to me only after the exclusion of
all rcasonable alternative s.

58.1,7. Finally, ân open conclusion is the only short-form conclusion open to me if no

other is ptoved to the appropriate standard.

s Ru Hantvck dy Shankland [1986] ,A.C 455, although foresight is not to be equated with intention: R ø

Nedrick [1986] 1SØLR 1025.
6 See DPP v Smith [1961] AC 290, and s. 8 CriminalJustice Act 1967.
7 Ms Dolan QC's written advice, 19,{.pril 2016, S38
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59. Evidence going to the Conclusion

59.1. ,4, central issue has been the distance from which the shot which killed Ms

James was fired. Distance is a key factor in determining the plausibility of self-

injury.

59.2.It is nor in dispute that a person can turn a SAB0 dfle towards hetself and

depress the rigger causing a fatal head injury. Ms I(ietnan analysed the

distânce from which this might be achieved. Using a womân of similar height

to Ms James, Ms I(iernan established that the maximum distance from a SA80

muzzle to rhe head atwhich one could depress the ttigger and self-inflict injury

was about 26cm. Whilst this measurement cânnot be exact, if the fatal shot

were fred from a distânce gtezitet than 30cm it could not have been fired by

Ms James and another person must be implicated in her death'

59.3. ,\t the time of the death no steps wete taken to explore the Likely distance at

which the fatal shot was fred. Had there been testing of Ms James' face or

hands fot any gunshot residue m^ny of the subsequent questions that have

arisen about het death could have been answered.

59.4. Scientific expertise was frst canvassed during the Surrey Police investigation in

2002. Consequently, all ballistics specialists and pathologists have since

worked with impoverished information in coming to their opinions as to

whether or not the wound to Ms James' head was a contact shot or 
^ 

neat

contact shot, or was â shot from a grcatü distance.

59.5. A sedous and greater disadvantage for the expetts is that much of their

, opinions have had to be based upon the 1995 photogfaphs taken by Sgt

Harrison ât the scene, tather than their personal observations. ,{.lthough the

original negatives were used by specialist medical photogtaphers to produce

the best possible digital enhancements, thete is a high degree of subjectivity in

assessing even good quality photographs. They do not provide the same

information as contempofarìeous viewing of the subject in three dimensions.
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59.6. The shape of the entry wound generated considerable debate. ,{.ll experts

agreed that the wound is 'stellate' with tears of the skin radiating out from the

point of impact.

59.7.The BKÂ reported that this pattern of tearing was typical of shots at close

r^nge or contact. The regions round the eyes and the root of the nose were

especially susceptible to the type of teadng seen here. Dt Salziger's teâm saw

nothing inconsistent with 
^ 

near contact shot.

59.8. Mr Pryor, the ball-istics expert instructed by Surey Police in 2002 and highly

experienced in the examination of gunshot injuries, said his "strong opinion"

wâs that this arose from muzzle contact, as to him the photographs showed

stellate tearing caused by the expanding gases ftom a muzzle in intimate

contact with skin causing the tissue to split rz'drally.

59.9. Dr Rouse, a forensic pathologist who teviewed I)r Smith's original post-

mortem report, 
^s 

part of the Surrey Police 2002 investigation considered the

^ppe 
r^nce entirely consistent with contact, typical of what he had seen in self-

inflicted shootings. He described this rype of splitting as a tesult of large

volumes of gas being forced into the skin on dischatge. This in his view was

the likely explanation. However, he accepted that stellate tearing could be

caused by a distance shot and could not rule that out on wound shape alone.

59.1,0. Ms I{iernan agreed that steliate tearing typical of a near contact wound could

also be caused by a distance shot. But she maintained that this wound was one

of contact or near contact. She relied on a crescent de fect between the left eye

and nose associated with the dischatge of gas independent of stellate tearing.

59.11,. Prof Pounder accepted that the stellate teating could be by way of 
^ 

contact

shot but he was of the view that such tearing wâs equally consistent with a

distance shot and so the shape of the wound was not ptobative. In his opinion

the wound shape could be accounted fot by a distance shot to tight skin over a

bone such as the orbital ridge, or the bullet entering the head and giving up its

energy, causing tempofary c vtty formation within the skull. He believed it
unnecessâry to invoke a mechanism othet thân tempotary cavity formation to

explain the feature.

59.1,2. Dr Cary did not agtee that what he saw as a typical stellate wound from a

contact ot near contact shot was qqudb¿ consistent with a distance shot. He

had never seen similar destruction immediately adjacent to the wound, ftom a
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distance shot. He said at the expert meeting that the majority of high velocity

entfy wounds from a distance produced 
^ 

nezLt round hole. To me, he said the

most obvious fìnding in Ms James' case is of a typical contact wound with the

consequences of a contactwound, namely massive desuuction inside the head.

He accepted possible causes of a stellate wound associated with massive

destruction included an interme drate target destabilising the bullet. He noted

that it was possible the fìrst bone struck by the bullet at the front of the face

could cause destabiLisation. Dr Cary did not go as far as saying that a stellate

tear from a distance shot was impossible. ,A,lthough he had never seen such a

phenomenon from a distance shot in his personal experience, evefl if not the

norm) it was possible to achieve a wound of a stellate nature fuom a distance

shot.

59.1,3. Professor Pounder's proposition, that the stellate shape of the wound taken

alone is not determinative of distance must therefore be corect, given it is

accepted by the other two forensic pathologists. Ms I(iernan agrees that the

phenomenon of stellate tearing is not exclusive to contact or îeaf contact.

59.1,4. Although I accept the opinions of Dt Cary and Dr Rouse, supported by all the

ballistics specialists that the pattern is far more typical of a neat, or contact

injury, other physical features, and in parttcular the presence or absence of
gunshot tesidue, must be considered before any conclusion might be teached

âs to the distance of this shot.

Âbsence of exit wound

59.15. From the earüest stâges the absence of an exit wound was a mâtter of note and

concern, and to the casual observet, a problem. Some non-expert witnesses

found it strange that a shot fiom a high velocity tifle should not pass right

through the head.

59.1,6. At the ioint expert meeting all experts participating agteed it was common fot

high velocity 5.56 NÂTO rounds to fragment in the skull. However, whilst Dr
Cary and Ms I(iernan both said a fìnding of no exit was within the range of
possible outcomes, Prof Pounder felt the finding "ânomalous".

59.17. r{. ballistics explanation for the fragmentation and non-exit was given at the

inquest by Mr Pryor. He described how the 5.56 round's design was such that

if a bullet hit the bony structures of the head at an angle it would tend to break

up. The bullet would invariably break at its cannelure (a constriction half way

down its side) and separate into smaller ftagments acting as individual missiles.

Each would have its own kinetic energy. Being small the fragments would give
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59.1 8.

up their energy very quickly and so gteaùy lessen the chance of an exit wound.

If the projectile were only just emerging from a ri{.le it would also have a small

degree of yaw or instability, which might contribute to this phenomenon.

To replicate experimentally the complex properties of a human skull and the

exâct conditions for entfy and non-exit of a proiectile is impossible.

Experiments by the BKA in 2002 and Ms l(iernan in 2015 could demonsffate

instability and fragmentation of a 5.56 round after hitting an intermediate

t^rget but could not replicate non-exit from a skull. However the BI3's later

experimentation in 2016, which they teported at my fequest during the inquest,

calculated the likely residual kinetic energy within the skull by measuring pieces

of projectile as they passed thtough ballistic gelatin. The BI(A deflected a

round off a synthetic bone plate place d at an angle to replicate the otbit. The

plausibility of non-exit was experimentally suppoted by their calculations.

59.1.9. ft was well within Dr Cary's experience that the 5.56 NÂTO tound hzð' a

patucular tendency to break up. He said this was well recognised. He had

previously spoken wrth Mr Tom Watlow, the author of the standard textbook

on balüsticss who cited a number close range fatal shootings involving an

S,t80. ì7adow wrote:

"ln almost every instance, which included head and chest shots, the bullets

broke up inside the bodies, thus resulting in zero exits."

59.20. Wadow states it is likely that the tendency for 5.56 NATO rounds to fragment

and be retained would be greatly reduced in longer rânges where the bullet has

obtained 
^ 

gree;t degree of stability.

59.2L. Prof Pounder, was 
^w^re 

of the textbook, but had not cited the relevant

passâge in his report since it did not explicitly distinguish head from skull.

Prof Pounder acknowledged in onI evidence that he had been involved in only

,four or five cases involving a SA80 rifle and had telatively Limited experience in

cases involving 5.56 rounds îted at hard contact ot close range. He said he

omitted to mention this lack of experience as he did not considet it relevant. I

disagree. An expert's experience of a key matter is televant to the weight I give

to his opinion.

B Firearms, the Law and Forensic Ballistics. T Á. \ü7arlow. CRC Press, chapter 7 'High Velocity

wound effects'
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59.22. I need not, however, weigh up the differing views as to whether non-exit is

anomalous, as Professor Pounder withdrew his eadier contention that it was.

59.23. Professor Pounder initiatly suggested his view had changed because of
information in the latest BI{A report. But he accepted that the material parts

of that information (in partictlar an experimental demonsttation of temporaty

cavity formation early in the bullet's ftight path), had aheady been available to

him from the 2003 BKA reporl He acknowledged that his reading of the

more recent BKA report had been an ettot on his part.

59.24. All experts now 
^gtee 

that the lack of an exit wound after a contact or near

contact shot is plausible. Whitst the lack of an exit wound does not militate

against this being a contact ot r\e f contact shot, this factot alone does not

help me determine the range of shot, nor c n it assist in detetmining whether it

were self-inflicted ot inflicted by another.

The sound of the shot

59.25. Mr Pryor told me the characteristic supersonic crack and high notes of a rifl'e

are lost in a contact shot when the signature sound is a muffled thud. ,A'

number of witnesses record having heatd a shot, some ftom inside an

accommodation block or the guatd room. Mr and Mrs James submit that as

none described it as a muffled shot that militates against fieat conta.ct.

59.26. I cannor 
^gtee. 

This topic was not taised until final submissions and none of
the witnesses who recalled hearing a shot had been asked to describe precisely

its quality. No witness spontaneously described hearing a supersonic crack.

There is likely to be a number of variables in play and in any event aural

memory is not likely to be reliable after twenfy years.

59.27. The evidence of those who heard a shot is not suffìciently detailed to be

probative of distance or of a coÍttact shot and, save to note that all reported

hearing only one shot, I do not give it weight.

59.28. Experts were unanimous in the joint meeting that the definitive fìnding as to

lange of shot was the presence or absence of soot. The BIi\ also supported

that view.
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59.29. Soot residue is an almost inevitable consequence of a conta.ct ot near contact

firing. The experimentation by the BKA and by Ms Ilernan demonstr^ted

that at close range soot would be deposited upon the skin surfâce, but as the

lllflge increased less and less soot was deposited until at 50cm ftom mwzzle to

the target there would be very little visible soot or propellant. ,A.t 
^n

intermediate distance tattooing with individual grains of propellant can be

observed but no one has suggested that such a phenomena was present in this

câse.

59.30. In summary, if soot were not present on Ms James' face, the tz;nge from which

the shot was fìred must be beyond that achievable with self-infliction and

another person must have been involved in her death. The stark issue for me

is whether the darker arcas alI the expefts 
^gfer- 

are present on the photogtaphs

of Ms James' face and left hand are sootf residue or some othet phenomena,

such as bruising, blood, dirt, or smudged make-up.

Facial marks

59.31,. Prof Pounder proposed a medical cause fot each of the sevetal zreas of

darkening seen on the 1995 photographs of Ms James' face. He suggested that

the area on the dght cheek was sub-cutâneous bruising after outward bursting

of the facial structure. The mark down the left cheek he thought associated

with blood flow. ìTithin the left eye socket he attributed marks to bruising.

The dark 
^nez' ^t 

the bridge of the nose and the blackening between the

eyebrow he attributed to sub-cutaneous bruising associated with bursting

lacerations. The dark ateas round the wound matgins he thought were either

minor bruising, tissue drying, or blood.

59.32. The more extensive blackening on the face of 'soldier -A' (an undisputed close

contact case, with some different factors) Ptof Pounder thought worthy of
comparative sctutiny. No other witness agreed. Dr Salziger said the lesser

blackening on Ms James' face suggested the muzzle was very close to the skin.

59.33. Prof Pounder described how ftom the photographs of MsJames he visualized

a'virtual reconstruction' of the facial tissue. He suggested that from this he

was able to conclude that there was no inward tissue loss and he could also

identi$' an absence of any muzzle impdnt on the facial skin which might arise

on hard contâct. The Ptofessor had not mentioned these matters potentially

so important to his overall opinion tfl any interim or final report nor ât the

joint expett meering. There zppearcd a paracularly high degree of subjectivity

in this aspect of his opinion. The explanation, particulady as to mtzzle

imprint, was uncorivincing.
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59.34. A forensic post mortem in 1995 would have reconstructed the wound by

aligning the edges of torn tissue. But although the Professor wâs trying to

assist me I am not persuaded that the defìciencies in the original post-mortem

can nou/ be compensated by his virtual reconstruction which he agteed was a

subjective task reliant, as he put it, on the observet's "mind's eye".

59.35.

59.36.

Dr Cary, propedy, declined to adopt such a subjective technique, instead,

warning of the need for caution when interpleting these images.

Prof Pounder did not feel so hampered by the limitations of the material. His

opinion is that the quality of the photographs enabled him to be "satisfìed" of

the absence of soot. This is in stark contrast to comments by the other

experts. The BI(,{ made clear that it was not possible to give an unequivocal

interpretation of the evidence. Dr Cary and Ms I{iernan told the joint expert

meeting that the poor qualify of the photographs restricted theit ability to

comment defìnitively upon the presence or absence of soot.

59.37. As Dr Cary told me it was apparent these photographs were not directed to

record possible soot deposition, they were not carefully scaled and thete was

no âttempt to get the right angles. One needs due caution before basing any

opinion purely on photographs. I agree.

59.38. Ptof Pounder described two dark arcas, on the bddge of the nose and

eyebrows, as "...^re s which I would have I think greatest difficulty in

petsuading people." In his written evidence Prof Pounder had not

acknowledged the possibility of debate or of ^ 
range of opinion about what

these areas represented. It would have been helpful had he done so.

59.39. The BI(A reported seeing blackish deposits on the unenhanced photographs in

the two particular regions singled out by Ptof Pounder as requiring his greatest

persuasion of others. The BI{A suggested the deposits could be gunshot

residue and found unsurprising the absence of a substantial amount of visible

gunshot residue. Skin at the point of entty was 'missing' and there might be

blood masking. BK,A. experiments on pigskin in 2003, showed that with a shot

from an S,A.S0 at contact, the soot deposits mostly fell within a diameter of
6cm. Ms James' gaping facialwound measured at the original post-mortem 6'5

x 5.5 cm. Although rccognizins that only chemical testing is defìnitive of

gunshot residue, and not rulìng out a lting by another, the BKr{. found no

grounds which would contadict self-inflicted injuty. It could say no more

about what the blackish deposits might be.
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s9.40. Ms l(iernan emphasized that chemical testing is the sole defìnitive test. She

deferred to pathology expertise regarding the mechanism of btuising and its

characteristics, but had suffìcient expefience in gunshot residue and

inrerprering photographs to assess what appeated to her to be blackening on

the photographs. She matked on an enhanced photograph the ateas on Ms

James' face that she regarded as not just consistent with soot deposition, but

more consistent with soot than with other explanations when the overall

pictute was considered. These wefe the edges of the wound, the bridge of the

nose, Ms James' forehead and left eyebrow and in the orbit of her le ft eyelid.

59.41. Whilst her experimentatjon had shown that the flash hidet on a S,{.80 could

produce a classic fìve pointed petal shaped soot deposition on a flat surface,

her other test firings showed the absence of an obvious petal pattern could be

indicative of hard or nezLr contact or of the flash hider angled to the surface.

59.42. Her eadier tests on silicone mannequins demonstrated that soot deposition

could be affected and reduced by the contours of the face, the left side being

shadowed from soot by the nose. I accept her account that the amount of
deposit that could be seen to remain on the sfücone surface of the mannequins

v/âs a misleading comparator for human skin. Her tests on pigskin produced

residue results similar to those produced by BI(A tn 2003 on a surface more

comparable to human skin.

59.43. Dr Rouse after examining the original photographs reported seeing deposits of
soot from the lower border of the right eye, a short length on the nose below

the entry wound and a further length down the left cheek. He agreed that it

was difficult to distinguish such marks from blood ot bruising, but believed

them to be soot.

59.44. Mr Pryor had not been shown the enhanced photographs and had not

considered the factalmarks in his 2002 rcport. From the photographs alone he

could not say what the marks v/ere. The most he could say wâs that there

appeared to be blackening associated with the stellate teating as he would

expect to see in a contact wound of this type.

59.45. Dr Cary emphasized the limitations of opinions based on photographs.

Despite his considerable experience he declined to give a view on the presence

of soot or other causes of blackening. He saw nothing to suggest that the

wound was othef than from 
^ 

contz;ct or a neat contact shot. His evidence

was cleat. The amount of soot deposited in a contact shot can be variable, and

could explain the darkening shown on the photographs, since if pressure wete

applied with a contact shot less soot might escape. Hard contact limits the
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potential for sooty gases emerging from the muzzle which may reduce

blackening around the entrance wound. The muzzle soot could get caught in

the wound and be diffìcult to see externally or soot from the flash hider might

produce only a light dusting which might not stick to the skin.

59.46. Dr Cary agreed with Prof Poundet that "if there was compelJing scientifìc

evidence of a distance shot that would speak fot itself', but he added, "but of
course there isn't. From my point of view the compelling evidence in this is

contâct or fie r cont^ct."

59.47. Those representing Mr and Mrs James submit that whether soot is or is

present is pre-eminently is an issue of medical science to be determined by the

pathologists. I do not âgree. Ballistic opinion is also relevant, but in âny event

Dr Cary is corect: the science and related expertise are only one part of the

evidence. Opinions twenty yeats aftet everits, based on two-dimensional

photographs, must be weighed alongside the evidence of those witnesses who

ol¡served Ms James at the time.

59.48. Dr Smith's 1995 post-mortem report did not refer to blackening or facial

bruising. He had very little experience of death from fuearms and all he had

seen involved shotguns, not high velocity rifles. He told me he intetpteted the

discharge as verT close, consistent with selÊinfliction. ,\t this distance in time

he chose not to comment on the presence or absence of residue.

59.49. Dr Smith now rhought that if he had seen what he was confìdent was soot it
would have featured in his report, although he might not have mentioned

searing of the skin. Given Dr Smith's lack of experience of this atea, I must

give less weight to this evidence than that of a forensic pathologist used to

seeing and recording gunshot wounds. As a witness of fact his memory is,

after twenty years, too limited. I respect his scrupulously professional caution

in that and in all his evidence.

59.50. At the auropsy, Sgt Harison recorded 'ßlac,þ. charring or make uþ below right eye"

which was consistent with his recollection from the scene. This note is the only

contemporaneous documentaly record made by any person of charring or

ânyrhing that might be soot. I remind myself that it was written in the context

of assumed self-infliction.

59.51. The only other medically qualified person viewing the body in .ritu and who

made a near contempofaneous statement was Dr McClenahan. She told me

she did not notice soiling round the wound, just as she recotded this in her

L995 statement. However, I can put little weight on these mâtters given her
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admitted cursory observation of Ms James. Her contemporaneous statement

was not intended to be, nof wâs tt, a careful logging of the natufe of the

injuries she saw in her "quick look". It included a fundamental ertor âs to the

location of the wound which she recorded as at Ms James' temple.

59.52. All other non-expert or non-contemporaneous observations similady need to

be weighed carefully, with the additional caveat that in most cases it was seven

years before witness statements were taken. Whilst m ny who viewed Ms

James' body at the scene have no recollection either way which assists as to

deposition, none positively looked fot gunshot residue but failed to ñnd it.

59.53. Four eye-witnesses, however, do have a positive recollection of what they

believed was dark powder or powder butns. PC Hawkes, an eatly arrival, said

in 2002 that he had noted powder burns to the right side of the face. He

conlrmed his obseruation in a Iater statement saying "the black matk round

her eye was black powdery substance that gave the appear^nce of being

powder burn".

59.54. LCpl Burows in 2002 satd he saw what âppeared to be powdet burns tound

the right of Ms James' nose by the right eye socket. His purpose at the scene

was to make the weapon safe and he tried not to look at the face. He could

not say exâctly what the black markings were.

59.55. Sgt Notton, the ammunition technician, said that he noted the location of the

wound to the head and noticed blackening around the wound, which to him

looked like powder. He could not say whethet it wete due to powdet burns ot

bruising, nothing raised his suspicions of anything other than self-infliction.

Sgt Norton said he examined Ms James' injury closely enough to note there

was no exit wound which he had thought unusual until another colleague latet

explained to him how this was possible if the tound fragmented.

59.56. Cpl Davies recalled how, at the initial autopsy, LCpl Dean had dtawn to

others' attention some powder resembling m scafz- on Ms James' eyelashes and

a line of powder round her cheekbone. That thete was discussion about this

powder is confìrmed by Sgt Hardson's post-mortem note of "black chatdng or

makeup". Cpl Davies said that after discussions he came to the view this was

gunshot residue. Ms Ilernan agreed soot could resemble black m scara to a

layman, or even to a ballistics expert.

59.57. This signi1tcant body of frst impression evidence adds much weight to the

conclusion that at least some arcas of blackening on the photographs were

caused by a neat contact of contact shot and resulting deposition of soot. I
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have borne in mind Prof Poundef's watning that a non-medical petson might

mistake a bruise for a dark arca of soot, but as he reminded me, subjectivity is

enhanced when viewing photographs because in a rcal life situation one can

observe from multiple angles and, even without anything othet than

obseruation, an eye-witness to Ms James' face would be more reliable fot

dtawing of infetences than those looking at photogtaphs.

59.58. Three of those fout eye-witnesses who recall seeing something of note on Ms

James' face commented not by simply describing its colour or it being a datk

area, l:ut used a description that implies they also noted its consistency -
describing "powder". \üØere there only one eye-witness claiming for the first

time in 2002 to have seen powder the possibility of mistake or hindsight bias

might be high, but there were three. Sgt Notton, an arrununition technician,

was specifically tasked with investigating this ammunition incident had reason

to be obsera¡ânt and took a close intere st in the nature of the wound.

59.59. This eye-witness evidence must be considered with the contemporaneous

record by Sgt Harrison at post-mortem. Whatevef was pfesent on the face was

noted by LCpl Dean. Despite the substance being 
^ 

m^ttet of discussion

between some observers, no-one contemporaneously suggested it was bruising.

Powder cleady has a diffetent consistency from that of a btuise.

59.60. These eye-witness accounts, when taken with the preponderance of scientifìc

evidence, fonfy my conclusion that there was soot on Ms James' face.

Matks on the hand

59.61. The other dark areas of interest on the scene photogtaphs are on the innet

âspect of the web of the thumb and index fìnget and the innet aspect of the

thumb near the knuckle joint of Ms James' left hand'

59.62. If those ateas 
^re 

soot markings it would indicate that the hand was placed on

the rifle barel behind the flash hidet, another indicator of a close range shot.

It would be consistent with steadying the muzzle on shooting oneself, or

grasping the mtzzle to fend off a close fange shot by ânothef pefson.

59.63. Prof. Pounder confrmed that the two datk ateas on the left hand were whete

one would expect soot if a person held the muzzle on fting. His subjective

view was that they were dirt from the left webbing coming into contact with

mud/soil, and the left inner thumb separately coming into contact with a fetn

stem. Ât the expert meeting he "could not conceive how the mark could be

soot". He told me that on the enhanced photographs he saw iltegularity
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within the dark arca and absent a ballistics explanation as to why you might get

that irregularity his view was that there was no explanation fot it. He thetefote

could not see how it could be soot.

59.64. Prof Pounder also laid some store on his suggestion that the tissue splatter

seen on photographs indicated the dght hand must have been more exposed

to the wound than the left. The photographs, however, were not tâken to

record tissue splatter and hence were incomplete images. Given the

Limitations,I can attach little weight to this suggestion.

59.65. Ms I(ernan's resting position was that the dark areâs on the hand were entirely

characteristic of soot deposition. She went on to state that from her

experience she was able to say that the marks wete indistinguishable from what

she expected to be produced on the surface of the skin by discharge residue

sooting. \X/hen asked about the iregularity with some areas being darker than

others she stated these were "entirely consistent with how soot is deposited".

She had seen riumerous images of hands holding â weapon 
^t 

ne r contact

with the muzzle, all consistent with what she had seen.

59.66. She acknowledged, absent of chemical testing, that dirt or mud could not be

excluded. But the colour, depth, location and the lack of mud at the scene

militated against either as candidates for the dark arca'

59.67 . Mr Pryor n 2002 noted these marks as being consistent with deposits from the

hand being near the muzzle, but told me he could not tell ftom the

unenhanced photogtaph whether they were residue or ditt. Dt Niewohner

from BI(Â agreed.

59.63. Dr Cary initially favoured dirt. The left hand had been in contâct with the

ground and this, or ransfer of dirt fuom a person moving the body, could

provide an explanation for its presence. He subsequently deferred, however, to

Ms. I{iernan based on her considerable experience. He said one could not

possibly rule this out âs soot merely from photographs as Prof Pounder had

claimed.

59.69. As this mark is not related to a wound, pathologists bring no specialist

expertise, although their opinions are valuable. Prof Pounder's explanation of
how the inner web of the hand could have come into contâct with the ground

and how, separately, the thumb could have picked up dirt via a fern stem is

unconvincing. It was also at odds with what he said was his own apptoach of
applying Occam's r^zot - the simplest explanation is often true.
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59.70. Ms Ilernan is the more appropriate expert to help me on this particular aspect.

She was clear that the appear^nce was entirely consistent u¡ith soot. The

location of the marks, all agteed, is where one would expect soot aftet a

muzzle was held. I fìnd Ms James' left hand was in contact with the rifle

muzzle when the fatal shot was fted.

59.71,. Soot on the hand taken with soot on the face, in the absence of any other

circumstantial evidence inconsistent with the rifle being hed at nelf conte.ct,

puts the m^ttef beyond doubc this shot was fited at contact ot îe2"t contâct.

59.72. Stellate teatingand the absence of an exit wound, whilst not probative of near

contact are consistent with it and, to that extent, supportive of my finding.

59.73. I acknowledge the constraints undet which the experts laboured. Very few

scientists will de something out, and it has been my task to weigh the conttary

views and to assess the fìt within the larget evidential ftamework.

59.7 4. Prof Pounder made it clear that if the fìnding was that there was soot present

on rhe face, then he did not intend his report to be understood as positively

proposing that there had been infliction by anothet. But, as Dr Cary stated,

"just because the deceased could have fted the shot does not mean that she

did".

59.75. The pathology and science cannot without mofe tesolve this. There was soot

on the faceandhand, and hence acofitaictotne t contact shot, butas to v/ho

{ìred it science cannot help and I look to other evidence to reach a conclusion.

60. Circumstantial evidence

60.1. The interested persons have pointed to a number of factors that they suggest

have emerged from the evidence and might have a bearing on the sufficiency

of evidence going to â potential finding of self-infliction.

Possible eadiet absences from the guard post

60.2. The possibility of as m ny âs two absences from the gate before Ms James'

fìnal absence is raised by the recollections of Pte Michelle Burgoyne and Sgt

Rober Collard who say they saw the gate unattended about 07.00 to 07.10;

and by Cpl. Martin Barrow and Ms Loftus' evidence, which at face value might

suggest it was also unguarded between 08.00-08.15 houts. The conversation
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related in 1995 by Pte \X/ilkinson that Ms James had said she was "going to sit

in the woods and let all the cafs go in without checking the IDs" might also

have some relevance.

60.3. I agree with the MOD submission that it would be fanciful to suggest that Ms

James walked into the woods on two occasions against her will. But, it seems

to me that there is no evidence that can lead me to determine that Ms James

did actually leave the gate on more than one occasion. Rather the divetsity of
accounts and timings mây well reflect these four witnesses fìrst seeking to

recall their timings some seven years after the events and simply being

mistaken about when the events they were trying to tecall actually happened.

60.4. I therefore attach no weight to the suggestion of an earher period when the

gate was unattended as a rclevant factot to my conclusions.

The abandoned tadio

60.5. Most trainees regarded the radio kit as bulþ andan encumbtance, and itwas

common practice to remove it and put it down in or at the entrance of the

cabin. Ms James' radio was found there. !Øhilst its presence does not assist

me to weigh up whether it were left behind voluntarily or under duress, it
might provide very limited assistance with whether the death were ân accident.

If Ms James were going into the woods for an innocuous purpose, intending to

return, it would have been a sensible precaution on leaving her post for any

time in dereliction of duty to take it with het. This would reduce the risk of
discovery of a planned temp or^fy absence ftom the guard post by not

answering.

60.6. However, I find the presence of the radio at the portacabin of no assistance in

determining whether or not the shot was self-inflicted or inflicted by another.

60.7. The serial number of the S,{.80 rifle issued to Ms James that morning was

recorded. She was also issued with ten 5.56 N,{.TO rounds from the

guardroom stock. No tests were done on the fragments of bullet found at the

fìrst post mortem and they v/ere not preserved. The two fragments tecovered

at the exhumation autopsy have been examined by Ms l(iernan and conftmed

to be consistent with a 5.56 round.
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60.8. Whilst it cannot be scientifìcally determined if the gun recovered at the scene

fired the fatal shot, circumstantial evidence precludes reâsonâble doubt that it

did.

60.9. The systems of allocation and security of weapons from and in the guard room

were conventional and examined. Records showed each trainee on the 07.00

srag had signed for his/her weapon and save for Ms James signed it back in.

Standard procedure wâs ten rounds issued to each guatd, and counted back in

on their return. The only trainees with weapons at about 08.30 v/ere the four

posted to rhe other gates. There is no evidence any left their post znd there

were no prowler guards operating.

Only one shot was heard. There is clear corìtemporaneous documentary

evidence that eight rounds were in the magazine fìtted to the rifle beside Ms

James' body and one tound in the breach. That rifle bore the same sedal

number as that issued to Ms James that morning. The spent caftfidge

tecovered at the scene was shown by its batch number to be ftom the same

(albeit large) batch from which the ten rounds had been issued to Ms James

that morning in the guardroom. This batch was from operational stock and

so was a different batch of rounds ftom those that would have been issued to

trainees for use on the fìting range.

(r0.10.

60.1,7. If an assailant killed Ms James with another SA80 then removed it ftom the

scene he/she must have obtained it, in citcumstances where there is no

evidence that any other SÂ80 weapon was missing from the guard room ot the

atmoûty; then have, unnoticed and unrecorded, obtained a round from the

same batch as in the guard room or from the magazine in her pocket without

any resistance, then shot her with the second weapon and set up hers to look

as if it had fued one tound.

60.1,2. No credible evidence supports such a chain of events: it is speculation.

Absence of evidence of a struggle

60.1,3. There was flo evidence of any sruggle in or around the guard post and no

evidence of force to, or defensive injury upon, Ms. James' body observed at

the scene. No defence injuries were found at the 1995 post-moftem.

60.1,4. Nothing observed by eye-witnesses ot observable in the photographs suggests

that Ms James' clothing was unusually disturbed ot her pockets torn (indeed

rhe scene photographs show her left breast pocket to be open and untorn).
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Damage to het outel pockets ot clothing would be expected if she wete

tesisting the forceful taking of het magazine, let alone her weâpon.

Moreovef, she had recently demonstrated that she was prepated to take

effective physical action when necessaty.

60.15. Making any positive determination ftom where the spent carüidge was found

is problematic. Given so many variables including the possible degrees of
rotation of one's head described by Ptof Poundet, and the nature of the

search, its position does not help me as to whether the injury were self-

inflicted or inflicted by another.

60.1,6. It is possible the cartridge could have been kicked or moved in the search. It is
unlikely to have gone fat given the seatch actions and the foliage and

undergrowth. ,{. much gteater distance could have ruled out self-infliction, but

cannot rule it in. Its only relevance, therefore, is that the carÚidge was from

the same batch as the issued ammunition and found close enough to be

consistent with ejection ftom a close range shot.

The location

60.1,7 The death occutred at a úme of regular gâte use, trafÇtc coming to and from

the camp as people began theit day's work. Ms James' ptone body in

camouflaged combat clothing was not obvious ftom the roadway until it was

pointed out. But, âs the photographs show, it was visible if one knew where to

look. The area is easily visible from the guard post and the approach road and

any standing activity would have been easily noticeable to any ddvers or

passefs by. The event was at the beginning of the day and people passed

through the gate frequently that morning coming to work. The location of the

body would have been a foolish choice for an assailant parttcularly as few more

yards into the tree line provided far better cover. I agree with the submission

on behalf of the MOD that it would have been folly to choose this as a

location for a murder-dressed-as-suicide, the post-death stâging cettain to be in

plain sight.

60.18. The location is not implausible if one chose to sit down and shoot oneself. The

agreed parhology evidence of Prof Pounder and Dr Cary suppons Ms James

having been sitting when she was shot. Based upon the scene photogtaphs

and their knowledge of her immediately becoming limp and collapsing on

being shot, both pathologists were of the view that Ms James wâs not standing
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and was probably not kneeling 
^t 

the time of the bullet's impact, but was

seated or in a seated and reclining position.

Absence of oooortuniw

60.L9. There is no visual evidence of any attacker, ot of 
^n ^tta'ck. 

No one can speak

of the vital moments. Mr and Mrs James argue that given the absence of
reliable evidence in the period immediately before Ms James death, there is

insuffìcient to draw any infetence. I do not 
^gree.

60.20. The recollections of those entering the camp near the crucial time have been

set our eadier. Within two minutes of Ms James being seen by Cpl Ian

Wilkinson he was joined as he patked his car by his colleague Sgt'V7ood, who

had come through the gate after him on his pushbike and had found the gate

unattended.

60.21,. Capt Dixon, having found the guatd absent àt approximately 08.25

investigated the hut and surrounding ^re 
and saw nothing. Sgt. Townsend

was coming down the hill towards the gate on his bicycle when he heard what

he was fatùy certain was a single shot, and atrived at the unattended gate

within thirty seconds. His quick search revealed nothing.

60.22. This evidence fìxes the possible window for another to take command of Ms

James and effect her death without being seen. It is very small.

60.23. The concept that some unknown assailant was able in the brief time between

Cpl Ian Wilkinson and Sgt Wood passing through the gate to put Ms James

under duress such that she did not resist, kill her and then set up a staged

suicide and leave the scene, or conceal themselves whilst waiting opportunity

to do that staging, seems to me to be implausible.

60.24. It is equally implausible that in the thitty seconds or so between the shot and

Sgt. Townsend reaching the g te 
^ 

kilier might have had the presence of mind

and exercised the commensurate skill to set up all the elements of a staged

suicide and leave the scene.
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Absence of evidence of staging

60.25. The descriptions of those frst on the scene as to the position of Ms Jame s and

the weapon match the photographs and are consistent with her having held the

weapon towards herself, mtzzle pointing towards her head, steadying the

l:arr:el with her left hand and depressing the rigger with her right. Sgt

McEleavey's suggestion that the lie of the weapon looked "odd" to him is of
no relevance given he viewed the scene aftet the armourer had moved the

v/eapon to make it safe.

60.26. Professor Pounder's written report suggested the lie of the \¡¡eapon on the

ground as shown in the scene photographs was, as he put it, "potentially

problematic" on the basis of his subjective interpretation of the position of
vegetation under the weapo n ne r the magazine and pistol gtip ut sugge sting it
had moved forward along the ground. He initially suggested it v/as

"improbable" that it might fall as shown as he expected recoil to provide

momentum in the opposite direction. On this basis he raised the possibility of
the scene being staged.

60.27. How a SA80 weapon might recoil and fall is not within Prof Poundet's

expertise. In his oral evidence it was clear that in coming to his written

opinion, which he fìnalised after the joint meeting, he had, at very least,

ovedooked the opinion of Ms I(iernan exptessed ^t tha;t meeting. Her

evidence was that the SA80 has very little recoil and the movement of the rifle

on the ground if falling would be highly variable and unpredictable.

60.28. Professor Pounder told me he retacted his written opinion âs to staging. That

was cleady right. There is no evidence that this scene of death was stâged.

Position of the wound

60.29. Dr Rouse considered the wound was in a position typical of self-infliction. He

thought that if another person held a gun to Ms James' head an amount of
moving away of the head or twisting might be expected. Flowever he agreed

that the wound position did not rule out shooting by another.

60.30. This concession accords with the minutes of the experts' meeting, when Dt
Cary,Prof Pounder and Ms l(iernan all agreed the location of the enüy wound

had no probative value. It seems to me that as a factor taken on its own this

logically this must be right. One can be shot in the centre of the head iust as

much as one can shoot oneself there.
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60.31. In conjunction with my fìnding that Ms James had her left hand on the dfle,

however, it could support ^n 
inference of self-infliction. Prof Poundet

explained the head can be rotated 70 to B0 degtees in either direction. It seems

implausible that, threatened by an assailant holding a nflc muzzle close to the

forehead, a victim who had time to take hold of the l:anel would not also,

simultaneously, move het head away l:y a signifìcant amourlt.

Absence of motive

60.32. If there v/ere a possibility that anothet fìred this neat contact shot I must

consider who it might have been and with what motive. In their application to

the High Court seeking this fresh inquest Mr and Mrs James suggested that Spr

Carr-Minns had a potential motive to harm Ms James and that Spr Carr-Minns'

relationship with Ms James could have been a motive for Pte \X/ilkinson, or

othets, to harm her.

60.33. Those allegations were not pursued before me. Thete is no evidence to

support them. As was accepted on behalf of Mr and Mts James before Spr

Can-Minns and Pte Wilkinson gave evidence, neithet could be considered as a

suspect.

60.34. It was clear to me that there is no evidence thât either had displayed any threat

or violence towârds Ms James or even bore her ill will. To the conttary, Spr

Carr-Minns demonst¡ated his care of and commitment to her. I accept his

evidence that he was at Gibraltar Batracks at the relevant time.

60.35. Pte Wilkinson, severrteen and smitten with Ms James was anxious to contlnue

rhe new found relationship. That he was also keen to sort things out with her

ori the day of her death is not evidence of animosity towatds het. It would be

wrong to suggest that being part of a teenage love ttiangle gives either

boyfriend any motive to wish for this death. Thete is no evidence linking

eithet young man to the death. Mr and Mrs James have conftmed that they

do not suggest that I cân or should find that Mr Wilkinson caused ot

conrributed to Ms James' death. They submit that such a finding would be

inappropd^te 
^nd 

unlawful. I agree.

60.36. There is no credible evidence to support a motive on anyone else's part to

harm Ms James. The account of Pte Beards and his allegations regarding Ms

James being ordered to have sex I find to have no foundation in rcaltq. That
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this death might have been the act of some random stranger would also be

speculation and not a tealistic possibility on the evidence.

61. Conclusion as to self-infliction

61,.1,. Neither the science noï 
^try 

one of the above factors taken individually would

satis$r me to the criminal standard that Ms James shot herself. I must consider

whether they can be viewed cumulatively and weigh up the presence or

absence of evidence to suppott 
^îy 

other explanation.

61,.2. The factors I have considered vary in quality. Putting the pieces togethet,

however, adds considerably to the pictute. Overall, the preponderant scientific

view combined with the other positive factots, as well as the absence of any

evidence to support any other conclusion, satisfies me to the criminal standard

that Ms. James shot herself.

61.3. The fìrst element required for a suicide conclusion is made out. Suicide,

however, mây not be returned unless intent to die is also established beyond

reasonable doubt and I may not fìnd suicide to the requisite standard unless

satisfìed that other possibilities have been excluded. I have tejected a staged

suicide as a possible explanauon. I turn my attention to whether the self-

inflicted shot could have been an accidental discharge.

62. Possibility of accidental discharge

62.1.. The arming state required that the magazite wâs not fitted when on guatd duty

unless under thteat. Although there was suggestion of possible confusion in

the minds of some as to the arming state in November 1,995, it is be explained

by the pâssage of time. The preponderance of evidence is that the rules were

understood by rainees and careful attention was given to ensudng that the

magazine remained s ep ârate.

62.2. Those on guard should have kept the loaded magazine in a pocket or pouch

until times of immediàte threãt. Had the magazine been fìtted at the guard

room, or while at the gate, such a serious and inherently dsky deviation ftom

duty would have been noticed immediately by the offìcers and NCOs passing

through. Pre \X/ilkinson described an âmount of cuddling in the portacabin.

Had the magazine been fitted he also could not have missed it.
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62.3. The inescapable conclusion is that Ms James did not have the magazine fìtted

to her weapon when on duty at the gate. It must have been fìtted later and

intcntionally.

62.4. That point alone does not answer whether the fìring of a shot could have been

an accident. \ùTitness marks on other rounds in the batch used fot guard duty

showed that magazines must have been fitted and some rounds must have

been chambered by those previously on guatd duty on othet occasions. Pte

Fawcett said she had done this on guard duty because she wâs "bored" and it

may be trainees had chambered tounds while messing about. This is a serious

matter, although thete is no evidence that Ms. James had ever done it.

62.5. Even if Ms James had fitted the magazine so as to chamber a round fot some

reason not involving lethal intcnt, the progressive steps needed to discharge

the round at one's head arc: (i) removing the rifle's safety catch; (ü) releasing

the webbing strâp and turning the dfle tound; (üi) aiming the muzzle at one's

head; and (iv) depressing the rigger with the rifle still in that position.

62.6. It is impofiant that, as BIí{. makes cleat, the force requited to depress the

rrigger of Ms James' rifle was some 47.5 Newtons with a ttigger weight of
about 4.8 kg. It is diffìcult to conceive how that last step of depressing the

trigger with the muzzle pointing at one 's head might be unintentional. I note

the evidence of LCpl Burrows that thete were no malfunctions in this weapon

when it was carefully examined by him shortly after the events. Thete is no

evidence this rifle could have fred other than by the purposeful depression of
the üigger. I conclude that accident can be safely ruled out. This was an

intentional dischatge by Ms James.

63. Intent

63.1. A finding of purposeful firing does not without more establish the intent

required for suicide. It must still be estal:lished that Ms James fired the fatal

shot intending thus to end her life.

63.2. Mr and Mrs James ârgue that Ms. James had no reason to take her own life.

She was hnppy, loved by her famlly, popular and successful in the Atmy and

her new posting, a-way ftom Deepcut, was imminent. Âlthough a writer she

left no suicide note. I also note, however, that the picture of het personality as

seen by her parents is more complex viewed ftom the petspectives of othets

who saw differing sides of Ms James. Her parents were unaware that she was

wdting to a friend from home that she hated the army and wanted to leave
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planning a pseudo-migraine to get discharged, as evidenced in her own lettets

wdtten a few days before her death.

63.3. Interesred persons other than Mr and Mts James pointed to a number of
potential stressors in Ms James' earlter üfe and related to her complex

relationship position in late November 1995 which might have deepened

through the previous night and the eady patts of the guard tour of Novembet

27 1.995.

63.4. I have been reminded of the adolescent Ms James's somewhat unusual

preoccupation with death and the creation of the guest [st at her funeral;

adverse events in her pre A.tmy life of a sexual assault and the loss of a much

loved cousin to suicide; a mild overdose; possible self cutting as an adolescenU

her impulsive traits; that some who knew Ms James better recognized a darker

side of her personality; etc.

63.5. None of these factors helps me determine Ms James'intent on the motning of
November 27 L995. None is probative of any suicidal intent. Several

potential stressors, even cumulatively, cannot establish a pervading suicidal

intent. This is parttcularly so where Ms James was making tentative future

^nàngements 
to see Pte Barnett latet that day and the picture that remains of

the last thirty minutes in the guardroom is one of public normality and

gggling, even if Ms James was also being ctiticised for how she was running

her relationships.

63.6. Despite Ms James' clear disillusionment with and a wish to leave the Atmy and

her possible concerns about her relationship predicament, the evidence does

not reveai any cleat motive for her to wish to kill herself.

63.7. Intent to die is, however, different ftom motive ot desire and hence it is not

'always necessary (and sometimes impossible) to idenu$t any motive before

'intent can be established.

63.8. Surrey Police suggest that Ms James volunteeting for the duty on the re^r g^te

is evidence of planning and prcpatatton to self-hatm. Thete is mixed evidence

about whether she was allocated ot she volunteered. I have found that on

balance it is more likeiy she volunteered, this does not assist me to detetmine

intent to self-harm being aheady fotmed. There could be many reasons for

seeking a frst posting to that gate 
^nd 

it would be speculation to conclude that

she was abeady planning a quiet place to kill herself.
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63.9. I have dismissed the possibiliry of Ms James acting under the influence of
alcohol in light of the post mortem blood tests which showed no alcohol in

her body at the televant time.

63.1.0. Foresight of death is a crucial consideration when addtessing intent. The

lethality of a shot from a high velociry weapon would be apparent to any

young soldier who had successfully completed her basic raining and sevetal

session of guard duty. A shot to the head diffets from other potentially lethal

âcrs (such as 
^Ír 

overdose) in that there is little likelihood of anothet

discovering the âct once done and intervening effectively to save life. The

consequences of pulling the trigget are irteversible.

63.1,1.. That Ms James could have been in no doubt about the consequences of a shot

ro the head from a SÂ80 rifle is supported by her references to Pte Benton's

death and the ease of shooting onesel{ and by her light heated discussion

with an electrician a few days before about getting out of the army by shooting

oneself in the head. Surrey Police suggested that these are evidence of pre-

meditation, planning and prepatation to take her own life. I do not agfee thât

they demonstfate any suicidal mindset þer se on November 27 given the

mannef and circumstanccs in which they were made. They do, however,

supporr the ptoposition that Ms James was well aw^re of the inevitable

outcome of a rtfle shot to the head.

63.12. I find that Ms James must have appreciated the vittual certâinty of death from

her actions and I infer that she fotesaw death as a consequence of fting the

rifle. This along with the sevetal steps tequired to make ready and fìre a tüe,
in particulziî the fìnal step of depressing a urgget of 4.8kg weighting when the

rifle was pointed backwards and aimed at the forehead establishes her intent.

There can be no reasonable doubt that Ms James carried out an intended and

deliberate action well aware that its consequence would be het death. I am

therefore satisfìed so that I am sure that Ms James inflicted the fatal shot

intending to die.

64. Contribution of the Deepcut regime to the death

64.1,. The closing submissions on behalf of Mr and Mrs James urge me to make

findings that a number of the clear shortcomings in the Deepcut regime and

culture that I have outLined were causative, in the serise that they made a more

than minimal contribution to Ms James' death. They suggest that trainees were

left in an "inadequately supervised" artd "deleterious envitonment which

fostered a sexualised and alcohol fuelled culture."
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64.2. Those submissions do not, however, set out the purpotted causal connection

between the Deepcut regime and Ms James' death beyond the broad assertion

that because the regime was flawed this must have had a negattve influence and

been destructive of the morale of those living in that environment. ìTithout

knowing the reason for her actions, it is of course difficult to identi$t their

câuse.

64.3. Ms James' morale may have been lowered by the general regime in which she

lived. In the last week of her life she wrote of het wish to leave the Army and

her plans to feign migraines to achieve this. There is, however, no evidential

basis to establish that Ms James' disillusionment with the Atmy ot any dislike

of the Deepcut regime was, on the balance of probabilities, such as to cause

her to wish to die.

64.4. Furthermore, whatever adverse events befell othets at Deepcut, the evidence

does not reveal that Ms James was subject to 
^ny 

unwanted sexual harassment,

abuse or bullying by any person at the Barracks. None of het close friends

have identifìed any improper conduct by othets, or 
^ny 

feature of the Deepcut

regime and culture that might have distessed Ms James to the point of
contemplating serious self-harm. \X/ithout an evidential foundation I cânnot

find that any paructlar aspect of the regime, on the balance of probabilities,

mofe than minimally conuibuted to Ms James taking her own üfe.

64.5. Mr and Mrs James also suggest that opportunities were missed when

something could have been done to locate and ot protect Ms James had those

at the guard room reacted prompdy to the reports of the gate being unattended

on rhe morning of November 27 1,995. It is not possible to establish how long

it was after her leaving her post that Ms James died. ,{.lthough I accept the

response of the guard room to the frst reports of Ms James' absence was

inadequate, without more precise timings of events it would be speculative to

suggest that had there been an adeqtate response her life would have been

saved.

64.6. However section 5(2) Coroners and Justice Act 2009 requires me to ascertain

not just how, but in what circumstances Ms James came by her death. Thete is

an âspect of the system in opetation at Deepcut that, in my view, is televant to

the circumstances of her death in so fat as it cteated a dangetous situation and

provided the opportunity for her to take her life. That is lone armed guatd

drty.
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64.7. The acknowledged failure by those in the televant chain of command to

rccogtize and implement the UKLtr ÂTSM 'Rules for the Cartiage of ,{.rms'

created the opportunity for Ms James to be left unsupervised with a dfle and

ammunition that morning. Ms James should not hâve been on armed guard

duty alone. Moreover, the failure to implement these Rules sits within the

wider contexr of the Army at that time neither tecognising nor taking any steps

to reduce the potential dsk of trainees using their service weapons against

themselves.

64.8. I shall be reflecting these shortcomings as part of the circumstances of the

death wrthin my narnttve conclusion.

65. Report to prevent future deaths

65.1. Finally I have considered whether 
^ny 

matters identified in the evidence

require me to write a report under regulation 28 of the Coroners

(Investigations) Regulations 2013 to prevent future deaths ('a PFD report').

If I believe that action should be taken to prevent future deaths I have a duty

to make such a report to the person, organisation, or government department

who can take that action.

65.2. It is a feature of inquests held so long after the death that the systems and

processes under investigation have often moved on and many shortcomings

aiready identifìed and addressed. I heard from Brþadier Donnelly of the

several and wholesale changes in training policies and practices in the ,A.tmy

Recruiting and Training Division over the past 20 yearc. Guard duty is no

longer conducted by trainees and OFSTED now scrutinise the Army ffaining

otganisations.

65.3. There have also been many initiatives in the wider Atmy. Since L995, the

unacceprably high nte of suicide in the armed forces has reduced from twice

the national nte such that it is now lower than society atlatge-

65.4. I have noted how the most recent surveys demonstrate thât the Army has not

yet successfully tackled the issue of sexualized behaviour and levels of sexual

harassment rcmatn unacceptably high. I am satisfied however aftet hearing the

Brigadier's evidence that the Army Chain of Command recognises this issue,

albeit late in the day, and are giving the matter significant priotity in seeking to

tackle this problem.
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65.5. In the circumstances, although the A*y has still somelñiây to go in changing

attitudes and cultue, I shall not be making a PFD report given I am assued

that relevant action is akeady being taken.

65.6. I end therefore by formally announcing that my conclusions on the Recotd of
Inquest 

^te ^s 
follows:

1. Name of the deceased:

Ch"tyl MarieJames

2. Medical cause of death:

1(a) Gunshotwound to the head

bv her death:

-

At about 08.25 on Novembet 7 whilst on lone guatd duty, Ms James

shot hetself with â high in woodland adjacent to the Royal

Way gate at Princess t, Surey

Ms Chetyl J died of suicide. The circumstances \¡¡ere that Ms

James had a lone female atmed guard coîttaLny to army policy;

the trainees during lone armed guard duty had not beefl

adequa nor had adequate steps been taken to reduce that risk.

MsJames was born on22 Octobet 7977 atDeeside and,A'þ, Wales.

She died o¡ 27 Novembet 1995 at Pdncess Royal Barracks, Deepcut,

Surrey.

Het occupation was Army Private.

Het usual addtess wilt be given as het patents' home address in 1995.

a

a

a
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